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I "'Went
to protest.
My lens captured blacks,
whites, teens, skin-heads,
police and hooded
Klansmen.
I came back with
images defining the
struggle between good &..
evil, between
equality &.. inequality1came back with the
realization that racial
hatred still plagues the
American dream ...
March with photographer
Nicole Davis against the Klan,

p.JO.
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Letter from the editor

One-of-a-kind people, issues equal one-of-a-kind stories
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As they left practice one day in October,Hirsch High School football players Anthony Almond, Ramses James, and
Theodore Williams (p3) , saw a nearby apartm6Ilt building engulfed in flames. Instead of waiLing for the police or the
Andre Rooks,
firemen to come, they entered the building and rescued three children.
Co-Managing Editor
The story of the Hirsch heroes is just one of many New Expression articles that you won't find in any other
newsmagazine. NE is also featuring an article on the only public school ice hockey team, the
Morgan Park Mustangs (p. 27). This team shows that just because we're in Chicago public schools,
doesn't mean that we can't do some of the things our suburban counterparts do.
We are also fearuring an article about the Muntu Dance Troupe and how their new performance,
Afrikan Visions, brilliantly communicates the complex stories of historically significant blacks
through music and dance.
On the cutting edge, we offer three-way opinion pieces on our pro- con page, (p. 6) addressing
one of the most controversal and difficult questions facing teens today - "Have we, as a society,
acrually become colorblind?" We didn't feel that two people could effectively cover this complex
issue. Although the colors may simply be black and white, the answer isn't that easy. And when our
photo editor Nicole Davis anended a Klan rally in Springfield, (p. 10) she found an answer she did
not want to hear ..that racism, in its most ugly form,lives and breathes in members of our generation.
Then, instead of the same old, tired black history coverage, we put aside Crispus Anucks in favor
of Queen Latifah.
Erica Kast, , was among the!!!!A!!!!n!!!!ti·!!!!!!!!!!!:...____..!~=~:!!.l
Lastly, NE is proud to present our first in a series on Hip Hop, "Beyond Comprehension."
15
Klan marchers in Springfield, /11 .
Named after the song by Gangstarr, the section provides information on Hip Hop culture, a culture not widely
Photo by Nicole Davis.
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Hirsch athletes rescue children,
become heroes off the field
By T}n Coleman, talf Writtr, Whitnt)
Young High chool

They had to break the padlock on a boy and rushed h.tm outstde.
wooden gate m order to get in. The
When they arrwed ouL~tde the
front door was locked so they had to
Three Hir ch Htgh ~chool f tball
llllh: bO} told them hts brother
go around to the back door. Wetght
players recently got an unusual
was lllltrappcd mstde. Wtthout
tiairung in football really helped out
chance to use their athlettc sktll off
thtnkmg the boy rushed back
because they had to break the door
the field. Using theu pced.strcngth.
into the bwldmg, batthng
and fast reflexes, Theodore Wilham , down. The fust thmg they nouced
darkness and flames . Anthony
Anthony Almond and Ramses James was the thick smoke, so thick tt
searched and found the temficd
almo t choked them. The boys
stumbled upon herOism when they
6-year-old under the kitchen
decided to break the wmdows of the
saved three children from a bunung
.mk.
bwldlng to let some of the smoke
building.
By the ume the fire dcpan, 1 1
~~~~~~~~==============~~~~------------~~~
They were leaVIng pracuce one day escape.
ment amved these boys had
Tlvu
players becam~ k.Jiown as the "1/~rsch herMs" after they
The sun had long smce set on thts
in October when they spotted flame
cveryth.tng under conuol ra.rlted dtvtgu to sav~ tlvu chddr~n trapptd "' a bwf11nJ? hom~ n~ar Hersch IIS
except the fire
Pcctw~d (top to bollom) 1 he odor~ Wei/cams, 17 Anthon; Ulmer. 16. tv~d
shooting out of an apartment building cold October day and the house was
These
Htrsch
heroes
recetvcd
Ramsu lames, 16
pitch black.. It was so dar\c that
on the 78th and Ellis block.. They
Theodore
didn't
nouce
the
5-year-old
rushed to the burning building with
a recognition award from the student
walked m I tripped over a child."
the famtly of the children. they said
boy cowenng at the bottom of the
coatS flymg. ui real!)' dldn 't even
Theodore explams. Although they
counctl at thetr school. "We were
knov..mg they helped someone made
think when I sav.. the flames,"
basement stairs. They grabbed the
gomg in to top the fire but when I
rccetvcd no formal thank )'OU' from
11 all v..orthv..htle
Theodore says.

_@ _ _ __ _ _ ,
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Daley pu hes blue bag
1 recycling plan with teens
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JerryGee, St. Martin De Porres' gentle giant
recognttton from the Sun-Times and
The Tribune, but recetved offer. of
What do you get when you
rccrullfnent from several college~
combme athleuc talent, good
such a' orth" e'tem, DePaul, and
personaltty, and modesty? G1ve
SetOn Hall by ht~ juntor year_ Thts
up? The answer ts St. Mantn de
year, he managed to narrow ht
Porres basketball ch01ces do" n to Seton Hall,
superstar Jerry
Minnewta, Wt~consm, and MichiGee He ts a 6'7 gan. Awards he ha recetved
semor, wetghs
mclude Class A of the Year, Pla}er
226 pound~. and of the Week, all-star, and a member
he ts seventeen
of the all-area team Recently, he
years old.
was named MYP for the ThanksgivHe chose to
ing Tournament at Rockford go to St. Martin
Boylan.
de Porres
And I bet you're a king "What
because he not
makes Gee a successful player?"
on! y It ked the
Coach \1andarino responded by
school, but the
saymg, "He's big, mong, and plays
coachmg staff ll!> hard. He tS alw a gentleman. "
well. Head
"He's a mce person - mtelltgent,"
basketball coach srud sophomore Tyrone Triplett, a
Mike Mandarino said: " He was m
varsity member.
our eighth grade basketball tournaJerry uses hts intellect to g1ve hts
ment He liked us and fit m real
other teammates advtce and sugges
well."
uons so hts teammates won't be
Jerry has been playing on the
frustrated or discouraged dunng tht
basketball at St. Manin ever smce
game. I mean he ts ltke a btg brother
freshman year. By the ume he was a to the teammates especially to the
sophomore, he was considered the
underclassmen on the team. "At
team leader, averaging 34 points, 13 umes when I get frustrated , he tells
rebounds, and 4 blocks per game.
me to JUSt play my game," aid
As a result, he not on ly gained
sophomore Tyrone Triplett.
8) Aruba Ro), I~\\ rtttr, L \ lartlo

DtPorres

J~rry

Gee of

St Martin de
Porr~.r II S
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Do )'Ou V..i.lllt }Our gcncrauon pulled
.../ mto the ~ltme and dtrune s of
Chicago'!> overflov..mg landfllb.., Or v..:ould
you v..ant to cultivate a better envuonmem
for our generation? Thts ~~ one of the
problems Mayor Dale} brought out at a
Because of hts su ces , he "ould
ne" conference for htgh \Chool tudent.s at
It e other future ba. l..etba I pla)cr'
Cny Hall on Dec 2 At tht conference, the
to follow in his footstep~ . Jerry
Mayor mtroduced a solullon - the Blue
Gee's advtce to the e ba' l'tball
Bag Program. a Cit} -wtde recycling plan
pla)'C~ 1
"Sta) fo-..uscd and
that i~ stmplc and effie tent E'en though
alway be wtlltng to learn."
other aucmpt have b.:cn made to swrt a
rccy chng program, 'u'-h as blue bm~. the~e
nev.. program~ "tit (Ost le ~ and v..tll benefit
the tnner loll)' The 1..0~t for 30 -gallon bag
ts I. 9 A household that use one blue
bag per "ec v..ould spend S12.29 per ) e.1r
on the bags Rc~..,dable ttems v..ill include
can,, pla.'t ~ conwtncrs, nc" 'paper , other
Bogan Htgh S~..hoors L ( 1s
paper aud cardboard. The blue bag v.. 1 I be
constdering a plan that v..ould put
pte ed up '' tth
Bogan on a )Car-round s1..hcduk.
nom1al garbage
The plan, c platned Pnnctpal
Garbargt' '' tll he
Jo eph Rcga, would dtvtdc the
taken to four sHes
student body uno four groups
locatcd throughStudents will go to ~hool for one
out the l.:ity.
marking period, nme v..et•ks, and
These 'ltes \\ tll
then get three "ech off The four
gcneratt' 4Ml
group wtll be staggered, ~o that
JObs
only 75 percent of the 'tudenh will
Chtcago·,
e.tgcrness to
be tn school at a g1ven umc.
The new schedule 1s nccdl•d, Rega rccyde ha' been
satd, because of the over Cro'-'dlllg demon\trated
problem Bogant' orx·r.lltng at119 repeated!)' Dale)
percent capaclly, and that number ts nollced that
expected to nse to more than 130
almost 60 Jll'lt:Cnt of all aucndees at Ta.,te
percent. However, the nc" progran1 Of Chtcugo, mthe pa,ttwo years. used
has sparked b<>Lh confusiOn and
recylcmg 0111~ and the Chtcago Park
Di ·tnct has hud a very good response to Its
dissent among students For more
on thts story, look to the next tssue plasllc recyclmg l.)'stetl). ~mcc v..c arc the
of New Expre.uwn .
next generatiOn. Dt~lcy ns~cncd, we must he
the ones w educatl' und start rccyclmg.

Year round chool
proposal staggers Bogan
students

Don t .ce
enough of ~ou
or )Our
hool?
Then tell us
Whats Up.

New

bpreuJon
1 lookmg for

corre ·pondents
from all the
Ch1 ago
publtc h1gh
school·'~'
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New
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Parents Too Soon
(PTS) programs
throughout the
city of Chicago

Parents' group keeps teen
mom on right track
By Latlcha Allen

ShaMOfl Eatmon , 18, worb at the YWCA'" Pareflls Too Soon program. Her son,
Kevin, J, a/lends day -care while she works. Photo by Nicole Davis. Kenwood.

Now, Shannon Eatmon knows she will succeed
Teenage mom Shannon Eatmon and
her 3-year-old son, Kevin, are
examples of those of us tipping the
scales against the assumption that
there's no hope forteen parents.
Shannon. a 17 -year-old senior at
Chicago Vocational High School, got
pregnant quite early -in eighth
grade. Luckily, Shannon had 100
percent support from her family and
didn't miss a beat in school. She went
on to CVS and plans to graduate with
her class, not to mention with great
grades.

But Shannon doesn't try to fool
people with her positive outlook and
determination. She's not hesitant to
reveal that she wasn't always this
way.
"I was once the wild, partying type,
and I had some gang affiliation," she
admits. "But slowly (with some
persuasion) I began to realize that a
gang-related bullet intended for me
could hit my baby."
Through a social worker, she
became involved with "Parents Too
Soon," a self-help organization that

SUPER SAVINGS FOR CHICAGO PUBLIC
SCHOOL STUDENTS!!

Rock.

waiting on a (welfare) check. I don't
assists teen mothers emotionally.
"Parents Too Soon" also gives
want to be a burden to anyone."
information on parenting skills.
Surprisingly, others' encourageShannon has been actively involved
ment isn't what has
for three years
kept Shannon going.
and says that PTS
"People close to
"I don't want to
has made her
me were telling me
"motivated."
that I wouldn't
spend the rest of
"On Thursdays
graduate because of
my life waiting
the buses pick you
my situation and
on a (welfare)
up and bring you
were shocked to see
down here. We eat
my good grades,"
check. I don't
she says.
and talk about
want to be a -=whatever hapObviously, other
burden to
pened during the
people's doubts
anyone.
last week and try
haven't slowed her
to help each
down, because she
other," she
plans to attend
explains.
Souther in Baton
PTS also reaches out to the commu- Rouge, La., after graduation and to
nity. Shannon and others involved
take little Kevin with her.
were recently on a cable access
Shannon doesn't like to give advice
program.
concerning her "learning experience,"
Shannon recognizes the setbacks
but she shares one of her personal
that can come about with an untimely monos: "I look at other people's
pregnancy.
mistakes and check myself," she says.
"Half of the seniors at my school are
Shannon is an inspiration to those
either pregnant or already have kids. I with or without a child. You go, girl!
don't want to spend the rest of my life

Check out which ones service your
neighborhood from the list below
Allvlo Mecllcal Center, 2355
S. Western, 650-1200- Pilsen/Back
of the Yards
Catholic Charltl. ., 10809 S.
State, 995-1737- Roseland/Aitgeld/
Riverdale/West Pullman
CHAII, Englewood/Auburn
GreshamtWashington Heights/West
Englewood
Christopher House, 2610 N
Francisco, 235-4073; 2507 N.
Greenview, 472-1083- Albany Park/
Edgewater/Lakeview/Lincoln Park/
Lincoln Square/North Center/Uptown
Erie T.... Health Center,
1120 N. Ashland, 278-2850 - West
Town
Famllr Focus Lawndale,
3600 W. Ogden, 521 -3306- North
Lawndale
Hispanic Health Alliance,
1579 N. Milwaukee, 252-6888- West
Town
Latino Youth, South Lawndale/
Lower West Side
Marlllac HouM, 2417 W.
Adams, 226-6545- East Garfield
Park/ Near West Side
Harris YWCA, 6200 S. Drexel,
363-3839- Woodlawn/Hyde Park/
Douglas-Grand/Kenwood-Oakland/
Washington Park/Greater Grand Blvd./
South Shore
Youth Outreach Services,
Inc., 591 0 W. Division, 379-3600 Austin
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Teen doesn't want to see life go up in smoke
hallucmogcns. When a teenager fmds
source Institute for Drug Educauon
that
he/she can get away w1th
that
smoking
and
other
drug
indicates
am 16 years old. and I started
smoking
w1thout getting caught or
u
e
are
on
the
ri
c
among
teens.
smoking when I was 14.lt's hard
havmg
scnous
s1de effects, it builds
ACS
and
the
American
Lung
The
for me to explain why I started. It
up
their
confidence
to try manJuana
Association
have
srud
that
young
was a combination of peer pres ure
or
crack.
It
is
also
cr:vy
for me to
start
smoking
mamly
becau
e
people
and an underesumation of what
tlunk
that
an
add1cllon
to
c1gareucs
of
social
pre
urcs,
and
that
teenage
smoking could do to me.
could've
led
to
an
addicuon
to pot, or
molong
IS
indirectly
influenced
by
When I was a freshman. I put
myself under a lot of pressure to make tobacco advenismg, wh1ch is arguable crack, or LSD.
I'm 16 years old now, and I'm a
the number one reason teens moke.
friends. I was insecure and I was
Characters such as Joe Camel, Camel Junior m lugh school. I look at the
easily influenced. When I realized
face at the teen
that nearly everylxxly
hangouts by my
considered "cool"
school and I ec the
smoked. it seemed to be
newest class of
the only way for me to
freshmen hghung
make fnends.
their
fir t Cigarette .
When I lit that fJ.ISt
lookmg
up to those of
cigarene, I joined the
us
who
tarted the
estimated 3,000 teenagers
habn
before
they did.
that start smoking every
I'm
ashamed
of
day. I'm not proud of it
ever
hghtmg,
up.
and I
now. If anything. I'm
can
on!
y
hope
that
scared. I'm scared to join
Pholo by Skok Holme~ Maybtfl
other teenage moke"
the 750 teenagers out of
will rcahze what
that 3,000 that will
C1garette' mascot, and the Marlboro they're domg to thc1r bodies, and
eventually die ~turely from
stop. The Amencan Cancer
Man, a popular figure for decades,
smoking-induced diseases. FrightenSoc1ety
has a program called the
have glamonLed ctgarctte smokmg.
ing terms such as "lung cancer,"
"Smoke
free Clas of 2000."
"emphysema." and "addiction", that I and made the habtt more appealtng to
where
they
go to h1gh hool
underage
smokers.
Underage
mokers
once thought could never be associnationwide
to make teens aware
contnbute
an
e
llmated
3
percent
to
ated with me, have become part of my
of
smoking's
dangers. With the
the
tobacco
mdustry's
profits,
and
life. I don't have lung cancer or
cooperauon
of
the government.
about
half
of
thetr
profits
are
denved
emphysema, and maybe I'U never
mduslT},
and tore
tobacco
from
smokers
who
became
add1C1cd
develop any complications from
owners
that
constantly
sell
as
chtldren.
In
1990.947
mtllton
smoking. but I do have an adLhcuon,
ctgarctte
Illegally
to
mmo~.
to
the
packs
of
c1garette
were
sold
and this inabihty to stop might
esumatcd 6 rrullton teenage smokers. Wlderage smoking can SUCl.Cs~ 
eventually lead to my death .
In add1tton to the danger smolong fully be dt~ouragcd and topped
The American Cancer Society
I'm qwtUng tlus }Car. I've !>illd
came
, n IS also con 1dcrcd a gateway
estimates L'wil 70.1% of h1gh school
drug thru can mtroduce teens to more 11 before, but I wear th1 ume
students have tned smoking. Nearly
1sn't JUSt an empt}' promi\C I
dangerous, 11legal drug . mcludtng
13 percent are frequent users. An
know now I 0\A.C tt to m}'Cif to
rrtanJuana,crack. hero1~ and
annual survey by the Parents ReBy Jerome Manarula, Staff Wrlttr, lane Tech

I

stop. and the reasons
I had for starUng
were just not good
enough. lf I could
say one tlung to those
younger than me that
arc about to stan
moking, I would say
tt JUSt isn't worth tt.
I JUS! hope that
they will ltsten.

.Every minute of sroo~ng takes aminute from aptmn'slife.

NORTHWESTERN
BUILDING

Our teachers are worktng

THE

tobacco products, is more
addictive than crack or aJcohc». ·
one out of six who experiment
wtth Crack wtll become~
one out of 10 who ezperiment
with llcobol wiJJ become
• Sm()t(l~ ~~~ c:acw . ·.·, ·.·.··:·:·: ..
• •·••••·•· · · ·:-:-:-:·=-=. ·::·: ·· addicted"1 n1ntl out of 10 who
premature facaal wnn~le$ and
-. :·:·· :-: :-:- ••.
.
experimtmt.wrth::1obaeeo
1mpotence.
.·.· .·.· ·. ·.· ·.·. .·win
.·.·

• More people die from cigarette
smoking and related IIUnetes
than from AIDS, lkohot, trlffic
·~, illicit drugs, nuder,
ilnd SJicide combined.
. ·. . ' .

addic

• Each day more than 3,000
American teenagers start
smoking

. .. ...... .. .

I·

become ~
:~·c··{·-::::~~t:=::·.
·Fingernail pol~--.\/ .·.· ·
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serious attempt to quit, but
tailed.
• Nicotine, which is
found in
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Thirty years ago, Martin Luther
King Jr. told us of his dream··
That people of all colors would come together.
Thirty years later, in this issue celebrating Black History Month and the anniversary
of his birthday, wear NE felt compeUed to OOdress the question, Has today's society
become colorblind?
There is no "pro" and "con," " yes" or "no" answer to this complex question. Instead,
more questions are raised: Have we mentally evolved enough not to let someone's
color affect our judgement of that person? Have we come far enough that we don't
feel unsafe around certain people simply because of their color? Have we made any
improvement in our race relations in recent years?
•
Our three writers agree that some progress has been made. What they disagree about
is how much progress is left to go....
-- Andre Rooks, Managing Editor/Editorial

Getting to the "mountaintop" means
we all have to climb
By David Harrell
StalT Writer, Columbia College

We know that people of different colors, families, clans, tribes,
nations and religions have always fought and distrusted each other.
Looking at it that way, the "melting pot" (or "salad'') experiment
we're conducting in this country is pretty remarkable. People of
different races and cultures are getting along better than ever before,
and that, at least, is progress.
Many African-Americans, Latinos and Native Americans living
with poverty, welfare dependence, drugs, gangs and crime may laugh
bitterly at the idea that America is less
racist than it was in the '50s and the
'60s. But it is.
There are no longer such things,
legally speaking, as "white schools" or
"black schools" anymore. Colleges and
universities are going so far to erase
discrimination against blacks that some
(including blacks) now complain
schools discriminate against whites and
Asians!
African-Americans and other
"coloreds" today are not refused entry
into hotels, restaurants, or swimming
pools because of their race. Discrimination isn't good business anymore.
And no matter how much we complain about the "system" keeping
people of color down, the "system" was never designed to work by
remote control. In order for it to work for u.s , we have to work with it.
We can stan doing that even before we are old enough to vote (another
right we have gained), by educating ourselves and gening involved.
I'm not foolish enough to say that there are no racists in America. A
friend in the computer business recently related a story about discrimination he suffered because of his black skin. But, he says, the opportunities of today are still a big improvement over the way things were in the
'50s. Back then, he never would have been able to hold such a wellpaying job and raise his children in such a nice area.
What we have to watch out for - whether we are black or Blackfoot,
caucasian or asian -- are the "bad apples" among us who like to create
racial hatred. Every race has them. We have to take care that we, by our
own actions, don't act like stereotypes ourselves (and too many AfricanAmericans do just that). We also have to take care that we don't fall into
the trap of stereotyping others, the result of ignorance. We should learn
a~ut people of other cultures and befriend them, and see how many
things we all have in common . We have to learn that each "race" is an
equal part of the human race.
Life on this planet has never been perfect, and as long as there is
human nature it probably never will be. If we arc to ever reach what Dr.
King called "the mountaintop", all races must change their altitudes and
actions-not just one race.
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Acknowledging progress
lets us move ahead
By Ruqalyah Morris
StalTWrlter, Kenwood Academy

As I'm riding home on the Metra, a black
woman and a white man step onto the train
together. I think nothing of it and stan to look
the other way. Realizing that I was looking at
them, the woman gives me a look that says,
"Please don't stan with me about being with
him." She then grabs her parmer' s hand and
pulls herself closer to him to try and hide their
joined hands. Apparently, she assumed that I
would harass her for being with someone of a
different race. Now as I look back on that
incident, I'm left to wonder: Have we
(society) really made progress in ~g
color blind? In truth, yes we have.
Thirty years ago, that couple would not
have been able to walk down the street
together, let alone ride on the Same train. With
programs like Affirmative Action, people of
color have been able to
become key figures in
corporate society.
Competitive colleges
and universities that
were once inaccessible
due to segregation
laws are now open for
anyone who is
qualified. While these
may seem like small,
almost insignificant
steps for society to
have taken," Even a
thousand-mile journey begins with just one
step."
I am not denying that racism still exists, nor
am I declaring that we have reached total
racial harmony. But when you consider how
much social reform has been made in the past
30 years in comparison to the hundreds of
years before, the changes seem much more
dramatic.
Yet even though progress has been made,
we still have a long way to go. While society
does acknowledge interracial couples, we still
haven't reached a point where they can walk
with pride and not be fearful of harassment.
When a person is repeatedly attacked, that
person will stan to build a wall of defense.
That wall can cause us to become paranoid.
Racism is ignorance, pure and simple. And
the solution comes through learning and
understanding. What may seem to be a racist
act may actually be an attempt to learn. So
don't be afraid to learn about one another.
We are the future. The path our parents
took does not have to be the one we will take.
The ideas we teach our children will help to
shape them and generations to come. Racial
harmony may not be achieved in a day, month
or even a lifetime. But it can be achieved. And
hopefully, in 30 years when someone asks the
question, "Has society made more progress
toward becoming color blind?", the answer
will be yes.

Our progress is
far too slow
By Aruba Roy, Staff Writer, SL ~fartin de Porres

"I have a dream ...that one day my
children will not be judged by the color of
their skin, but by the content of their
character", were the words of Dr. Martin
L. King, Jr., as he stood 30 years ago on
the steps of the Lincoln Memorial ...
...Thirty years later, as my sister and I
are going through the parking lot of the
Chicago Ridge Mall, a white lady gets out
of her and closes her door without locking
it. When she sees us, she immediately
walks back to her car and locks her door...
... Dr. King had a dream, but 30 years
later, the dream still has not been reached.
We are still dealing with the issues of
racial prejudice
and inequality.
There is still
discrimination
in housing, jobs,
and schools.
Racist groups
such as the Ku
Klux Klan, the
Aryan Resistance, NcoNazis, and other
White Power
groups continue
to brainwash at
least some of
the minds who will be leading Americ.i's
future.
That kind of prejudice keeps minorities
out of jobs and forces them to endure the
hardships of the ghetto.
Even though I am for affirmative action,
I don't think it is working too well. My
friend's cousin is a real estate broker. Her
goal is to reach partner or at least executive
of the company. One day she went into her
boss's office and asked himfor a promotion. He told her no because the company
was going to hire someone from outside.
The same day, a friend overheard a
conversation that a white man who asked
for that same position was told that he
could have not only have that position, but
he could use the company car.
My friend's cousin said," I think that
the company hired me because I am black
and if they didn't hire me, then I would 've
slapped them with a discrimination suit. I
have the same qualifications and experience as all of these other people in the
firm."
We need to educate ourselves and others
if we are going to live in a civilized world.
In order to get rid of hate groups such as
the KKK, Skinheads, and other White
Power Groups, we need to speak up for
ourselves and not let them put down
people of color. I know it seems you've
heard these words over and over again. but
let's try to put speech into action without
resorting to violence. What we really need
is a new, strong leader who can lead us
into a place Dr. King called the "Promised
Land."

t E 1J 1:·E WS to the Editor
NE needs to include
news on whites
I think that your newspaper
is very good. It keeps me
informed about activities
throughout the city.
However, I am troubled by
the fact that most of the stories
and interviews in your newspaper are geared toward
African Americans and Hispanics. There is a low
percentage of stories and
interviews penaining to
Caucasians. I am a 14-yearold Caucasian male and I am
just as proud of my heritage as
African Americans and Hispanics are of theirs. What I
would really like to see is an
even amount of stories for
every race. I hope you respect
my opinion and take my
advice.

tell all the youths growing up
to live each day to the fullest,
and remember, it might be
your last one.
Slnctrtly,
Sadb Shariff

Shelter story
interesting
I found the article about the
girl who is starting a shelter
for homeless children very
interesting. I really admire the

girl for her determination and
will to help out the young
people who live on the street.
It gives me confidence and
hope to know that there are
still people who car and are
trying to do something. It
shows that you shouldn't let

educational programs, small
class sizes, a faculty of working
professionals, and extensive
mtem/co·op opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
You'll find Columbia's untque
•
curnculum combmes the
•
practical w1th the professional, •
and offers you an outstandtng
•
vanety of majors and
•
concentrations
•
•
• Academic Computmg
•
• Advertlstng
•
• Advert1s1ng Art
•
• Arts Management
•
• Computer Graph1cs
•

anyone get in your way or
discourage you from accomplishing your goal. This girl 1s
a role model and I wish the
best of luck to her and her
project.
incerely yours,
lbrahttm Khorshid

Dance
English
Fash1on Business
Fash10n Design
Flction Writmg
Fllm/ V1deo
Flne Art
Graphic Design
Illustration
lntenor Des1gn
Interpreter Tratnmg
Journaltsm
L1beral Education Stud1es
Magaztne Wntmg Ed1tmg
Marketmg
Marketing Commun1cat1on
MUSIC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Music Business
Musical Theater
Photography
Professional Wnting
Public Relations
Radio/Sound
Sc1ence and Mathematics
Television
Theater

What Are You Waiting For?
For more 1nlormauon, call
(312) 663-1600, Ex1. 130.
Colombia College admits students
Wltboot regard 10 a11e race color
cretd sex r~JQ IOD baad1cap
disability sexual oneatauoo aod
oauoaal or eth111c ongm

Kttin Rumuutn

Poem on death
reminds teen of
lost classmate
In your December issue, I
came upon a poem that was
very realistically based. It was
called "I Wonder" by Miranda
Cabon. The reason for this
thought is that in the past few
days, the tragic death of Ms.
Owens, who was a junior at
Von Steuben Metro Science
Center, has kept everyone at
this school thinking about
death, and how one day or
another everyone has to die.
This poem clearly relates to
t.1is factor clearly exposing
the thoughts of most teens in
the world.
This poem made me think
about how wars on this planet
are caused for greed, wealth,
and power. The truth is all the
time we spend pertaining to
violence is waste. No one of
us thinks that this might be the
last day we might be on earth,
so why not do some good? To
end this off, I would like to

do and learn to do it well.
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lfe the dogs (and cats) a break

'--~ EA~rn•dl s~ Photogrpaher,
LalleTtd.

At/eft, Lane Tech has one of the few high
school animal righls clubs. The club boasts
nu>re than 30 TMmbers and has been active
for over four years. Photo by Ewa
Sarnaclca,i.An.e Tech.
At righl , Over /9 ,000 animals are given
shelter and a home aJ the Anti-Cruelty
Society locaJed aJ 1510 N . LaSalle St . Photo
by Ewa Sarnac/ca, Lane Tech .
Below top, Animal Righls Activists protest
wearing fur during the "Fur Free Friday"
held artnually in November on Michigan
Avenue. Photo by Jill Berrutein,i.An.e Tech.
Below righl, The Anti-Cruelty Society helps
over 6,000 pets find hoTMs each year. Here ,
a lcitten is going hoTM for good. Photo by
Ewa Sarnac/ca, LAne Tech.

Make a difference... save an animal

Below bottom , Diane Cordova, 28, is a
worlcer. She is resporuible for
showing the animals to potenJial adoptive
parents. Photo by Ewa Sarnac/ca, LAne Tech.
lcen~l

E'

ch year, the Anti-Cruelty Society becomes home to over
19,000 animals. Of these, only 6,000 pets are lucky enough to
find loving environments in Chicago homes . The others-- due
to the lack of space and funding -- are put to sleep.
The society, only one of many animal shelters in the city, was
founded in 1899 with the purpose of saving the lives of innocent cats
and dogs. Often animals are abandoned or neglected. The society
provides treatment for those injured and an adoption link for placement.
If you arc thinking about geuing a pet or find a homeless animal
running the streets, think about the Anti-Cruelty Society. You can
make a difference in the lives of these unwanted and unloved pets.
Adopting a new family member is fairly easy. For only a $45
donation, your pet will receive all his shots and any medication
needed.
Volunteers arc also a big pan of the society's shelter and new
volunteers are always welcome.
For information, please contact the Anti-Cruelty Society, 1510 N.
LaSalle St., 312-644-8338. You, too, can make a difference!

Adoption

Young Chicago Authors
*Arc you a highschool freshman who likes to write?

Happy New England family wishes to
adopt infant or toddler. Call u.s anytime
at 1-800-706-6473, or call Lutheran
Social Services (collect) at 203-257-9899
and ask about Pam, Bill & Jenny (age 5).

*Would you like to develop this writing talent in weekly
classes forthe last three years of highschool?
*Would you like to usc your writing in community service

project<;?
*Would you like to earn partial college scholarship
for these efforts?

If you said "Yes" every time, call Young Chicago Authors

708-835-5430
8
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PROVE YOU HAVE TEAM SPIRIT!
SEND US YOUR BEST SPORTS PHOTOS FOR
OUR SPRING SPORTS PHOTO FLING!
Send photos with neatly typed or printed information to:
NE SPORTS PHOTO FLING
Youth Communication
70 E. Lake, Suite 815
Chicago, IL 60601

from
IL, IN & WI

Between 7-19
to compete in this year's

7th Annual 1994
Chicago Pageants
Over $20,000 in Prizes
and Scholarships.
Call Today

1·800-PACENT·EXT. 1028
(1·800-724-3268)

Love Isn't
By Wuru Terrell

By Wuru Terrdl

The worst unnatural
disaster known to
mankind,
A lethal blow
thrown by an
unhesitant storm,
They were innocent
beings hit by a
hurricane,
Sold out by their own
kind into a lifeless hell.
Naive sheep absentmindedly
led away from their fold.
Forced to flee from their own
world.
Being defenseless natives, they
were held in tormenting captivity.
Afterwards they were forced to
carry the yoke
~~
The
burdensome
yoke of
their
capturers
Later
on set free
only to cause
a hurricane of
their own.

Love isn't her body next
to mine.
It isn't getting
her pregnant
and leaving
the baby
behind .
Love
isn't
beating
her up just
for fun.
Then
crying like hell
when she's gone.
Love isn't embarrassing
her in front of her friends.
It's not lifting her spirits
to put them down again.
Love isn't making
promises you know
you'll break.
It isn't saying you'll give,
but you always take.
Love isn't swearing at
her just to make a stand.
How can you do all this
and still call yourself a
man?

Making a difference
Pott and tttn activist
Wuru Turtll is a
Junior aJ Westinghouu

When Wuru Terrell wrnes poetry, he
tnes to touch people emolionaJly. He
wntes about the slavery of h1s culture, the
treatment of women, or even the power of
the hwnan mmd.
But he isn't just an insp1red poet
v.nung about soc1al problems. He gets
mvolved m h.ts communny and
tries to make a change.
Wuru feels his
commuruty (West
Garfield Park) is rap1dly
deterioraung, but on
the other hand, he
also see a
growmg number
of people from hts
commuruty
workmg w1th the
poltce to stop
v1olence and drugs.
Wuru contributes
to his community through his
church. Church of The Livmg
God. Together wnh h.ts pa tor
and other member , they plan
acu., 111e · to help keep k1d ofT
the street and feed the
homclcs:. Wuru 1 al o a
member of Beta, a communtt} organ1zauon He 1 al o
m the Karl Perkm program, wh1ch select~ studcn~ based on thetr
academtc excellence The tudcnt tal and debate about ·chool problem and what can be done to better the schoob.
Wuru ay teen mu t get mvolvcd m communll) ervtce. 'The
future belongs to u. and onl) v.e can make a dtffcren e."

Chicago's teens
MEAN
BUSINESS
Adverti e in

•

Win (:ASH prizes with NE's Essc.1y Contest #4
~22~

in 1u·izt.·'! • Fir'l pritt.•: $7~ • Srrund pritt.•:$~0 •lhird l)l"itt.•:$2~ lt.·arhcrs uf "inncrs $2~

Winning entries will be published in April's New Expression
In au tffort to curb violence, Foot Locker recently offered free athletic shoes to anyone turning a gun into tbe police. Write a letter to Foot Locker
extcUtives teJlina them wbetbtr you aaret or disagree with this program. Be sure to argue for only one side and list your reasons. We will pass
your letters on to Foot Locker.
The entry deadline is March 1.
Keep essays under 250 words.
Entrants must be 19 years or
younger. Send typed or neatly

printed entries with :
• Your name
• Horne address
• Phone number
• Age
• School

• The name of your teacher who
gave you New Expression
lencl JOUr ...., tol
Wrltlnt Contest

• • bpresalon, 70 1. lake St.
Suite 115
Chlcoto, IL 60601.

Conttstfunding is pmidtd
througlt a grant from tht Polk

Bros. f'oundllrion ··- A
Chicago Conctrn

I ~ il :§ 3~ tl3 #I
c lothing & accessories for women
at prices you'lll ov

2501 N. Clark

248-1761
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RUDE AWAKENING
ASunday afternoon proves that racism,
alive and well, is living in our peers
Our church youth group's religious education director told us about a
Klan rally at the state capitol in Springfield Jan. 17, the Sunday before
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday. About 20 of us from the First Unitarian Church went down.
We felt that we had to go down there and show the Klansmen that
there are people who don't think the way they do and that there is a
way for people to live without hating each other and basically, to say
we don't think they're right.
The first thing I saw when we got to the capitol, besides the protesters,
were all these policemen with these big batons, wearing shields over
their faces, standing in a line behind the crowd.

counterprotest groups,
such as the Guardian
Angels & the National
Women's Rights
Organization, rallied in
Springfield, the Klan
also marched in
Columbus, Ohio; Little
Rock, Ark; and Topeka,
Karu~.~--~~~~~======~------~

Among those
rallying on
Dr. Martin
Luther King's
birthday
were four
Guardian
Angels from
Chicago. Dr.
King would
have been 65
Saturday,
Jan. 15th.

About 40 Klansmen, dressed in sheets and carrying shields and the
Confederate flag, came out onto the Capitol steps, and they lined up.
We were kept so far back by the barricades that we couldn't hear them
speak. But behind me, I heard someone shout "White power.'' I turned
around, and saw a teenager standing there, shouting, as he gave the
Nazi salute.
At first, it was hard for me to take these adult Klansmen seriously.
Who would actually believe that anyone took them seriously, besides
other Klansmen? I always thought it was just these older people, these
people on the talk shows, that it was just something on television.
But when I saw these teenagers, the same age as me, it was all too real
-- the enemy, the one that was supposed to fade out with those who
came before me-- continues to live within my own generation ...
Erica Kast,15 , of U of
C Lab Schools,
protests during the
KKK Rally held in
Springfield on Sunday,
January 17t.

·10
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Photos by
Nicole Davis,
Photo Editor,
Kenwood Academy

Approximately 300 anti-Klan demonstrators marched on the State
grounds in protest of the 55 KKK members assembled on the Capitol
steps singing "Dixie" and reading "Proud To Be White ". Nine
people were arrested, one charged with felony assault on a police
officer during the one-hour rally.

,
Music is like a history book.
On its many colorful pages are written the
emotions, the experiences, the
character and the consciousness of
its creators.
The music of African Americans has
become an inseparable part of
America. It makes its presence felt
on a daily basis.
Spirituals, jazz, gospels, blues, reggae,
disco, hip hop and rock'n'roll have been
exported all around the globe.
While the contributions of African
1
Americans in other areas can't be
ignored, music has a special place
I in our hearts and also deserves a
special place on the list of our
accomplishments ..
.. .Over the years the style of
African- American music has
changed, and despite recent
controversy over violent and
degrading lyrics, the heart of our
music has remained, and has
retained its message-a message of hope, a message of
change, whether it is of family
values, dreams or just the idea
that we are all heroes in one way
~~~~~~~~~~~gu or another.. .
IN HoNoRoF BLACK HISTORY MoNTH

the black experience
through music
yesterday, today,
and tomorrow

...We have all heard what adults think of rap music and what
they consider to be its ramifications. But just as the African
American's history is textured by many hues and fabrics, so
is our music.
Shimmering between patches of darkness, we see windows
to light. Despair, anger, and ignorance sometimes lace lyrics
that disgust or anger. How far can an artist go before
angering us? What levels of excellence does an artist have
to reach to satisfy us ? Read on to find out. ..

Sponsored
by
®

Q!JAI<ER

.

Reflections on our past, our present...our music
Why Youth Communication/New Expression is doing this supplement...
ay Keyo•ha Moore

As I watch the sunset, I remember, remember when we would all sit around the fire while Papa told his
stories, stories of how he was a great warrior. As the drums played in the background, Mama and sister
danced. We listened, listened to his wise tales hoping that someday we would become as great a warrior as
him.
But one day the ships came, and the music and dancing stopped. The men on the ship were white men,
and they had guns. They cost us our freedom, our way of life, our music ...
So we arrived, and our women were raped, our names were changed and we were introduced to a life of
slavery. We were not even considered good enough to be trash.
But Mama kept us going; she always sang to us, singing songs of hope, songs of guidance.
We were hers for only a short while. She always gave us the will to live even when the white masters were
beating what little hope she had left out of her.......... .
"If I could, I would shield your innocence from time. But the part of life I gave isn't mine I watched
you grow so I could let you go ...
"If I could/' d protect you from the sadness in your eyes, give you a world of courage and compromise,
yes I would, if I could''- Regina Bell, "If'
..."Cry, little boy, cry," she would say, "Because when you cry, God listens. He listens to the pain that you
feel, the loss of hope that you have. He knows and if you believe, believe that he will always be there. No
matter how hard the days are, you will know that someday it'll be all over and one day you'll be home ...
"All of the best intentions are sometimes put to shame. If you can remember every face and name somehow all the miles will fade and you'// be home again" -Never Too Far, Dianne Reeves
...Home, I looked forward to going home. When I finally get there, I hope and pray all my triumphs and
glory would help guide, guide my people. Mama and Papa died in the struggle and sister lost her innocence. You see, I have lived a long time, hoping and passing on all my dreams, the dreams that we would
some day have our freedom, our voice.
My young brother and sisters, you walk around not knowing my struggles, yet you call me a hero. We
took the pain so you wouldn't have to. You are my sons and daughters and now it's time for you to do the
same for your children and remember...
" A Hero Lies In You" -Mariah Carey
What is Youth Communication/New Expression?
Youth Communication is the non-profit publisher of New Expression (NE), the
Chicago newspaper by, for and about teens. Distributed free-of-charge to more
than 80 Chicago public and private schools monthly, New Expression stands
today as a completely teen-driven news magazine read by 140,000 teens. The
teens producing New Expression receive on-the-job training in writing, graphics
and the business components of running a newspaper. YC teens are primarily
minorities: 55 percent black, 22 percent white, 17 percent Hispanic, and 6 percent
Asian. Ninety percent are volunteers. The remaining 10 percent participate in a
year-long training program at YC for a year, mostly in the business aspects of
running YC, including bookkeeping, circulation, advertising sales and
administrative support.
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By David Harrell
Columbia College

Meanwhile, rural black were tran forming plantation work ong into what
When Sun Record Company owner Sam Phillip reportedly went out to find
a white singer with the Negro sound and feel, he came back with Elvis Pre ley. would become known as "blue ".
Mamie Smith' 1920 record "Crazy Blue "sold so well that within a year. ir
The rock'n' roll revolution Presley helped launch may have seemed, to the
average white person, to have exploded out of nowhere. But the only thing new been said that ever) phonograph company had "a colored girl" recording blue .
was the name and the marketing method . Rock 'n' roll was blue with a trong
Jazz reportedly developed in ~ev. Orlean around 1910. At first, it w
called "hot blue ", becau e it combined blue mel odie and ale v. ith
rhythm -in other words, "the Negro ound"-packaged for a white audience.
ragtime's "hot" rhythm. Jazz was e pecially popular among the younger generaHip-hop is only the latest in a long line of the African-American contribution, who loved to dance to it " wing" rhythm, making the '20 the "Jazz Age".
tions that have shaped--that are -American popular mu ic. Long before the
rock 'n' roll "British Invasion" there was the "African Invasion", and it left a
Big band jazz soon dominated popular mu ic and even affected " eriou ··
mu ic. Today, much of popular mu ic i o111e form of jazz.
lasting mark on the culture of the United State , Caribbean
And ju t as rock'n 'roll i · a form of rhythm and blue . Latin
Islands, and Brazil.
The invasion was created by the European slave trade.
mu ic' root carne to Latin America via African lave .
But
what
if
the
But the Africans forced into slavery didn't lose their memoDJ Amelia Guzman. who play Latin mu icon WSBC-A,\1
"African Invasion"
1240, say African influen e haped mu ical tyle like
ries of their life before ... or their music.
Memories were carried over into folk tales (such as the
samba, salsa, meringue, and rhumba Guzman ay Yoruba.
had never happened?
"Brer Rabbit" stories) and the music, into the slaves' work
Lucumi, and Bantu lave. brought to the Caribbean i land
Would the U.S. be
songs and chants. This music, developed into "spiritual ,"
full of youthful garage and South America, "made iwtrumem ... \\hen they worked
on the ugar plantation, the:e people \\Ould ing, mo ·tly
used the "call and response" form (in which a leader calb out
polka bands, with
or sings a line and the group responds) and African in trureligiou ong ·... They improvi ed their lyric ·. The utting of
parents
banging
on
the machete ·erved as a rhythmi background."
ments such as the drum and the banjo.
the
door,
yelling
Many slaves songs were sorrowful, an expression of their
And, author Bill Malone ~ay . even country mu ic has
111
TURN
THAT
ACCORDION
DOWN!"?
captive condition, but many, especially their praise songs,
African-American influence:. as "een in da sica! counti)'
legend Hank William·.
were hopeful and even joyful. Slaves adopting masters'
The African Invasion has been ·o su ces:ful that some
Christian traditions often used Bible stories to express sorgroups representing European ethnic mu ·ic ( uch a,.., polka) complain of di rows or hopes.
After Emancipation, groups like the Fisk University Jubilee Singers popular- crimination. An editorial in the polka lover ' ne\\ slener "The Polka ews'',
fumed that American popular culture ha11 become "ami-Europe" becau ·e
ized spirituals among whites. Once off the plantation and into the university,
commercial music is "nearly all of African influen e."
spirituals became more Europeanized, arranged into four-part harmony and
Editor Carl Rohwetter was frustrated with "a younger [Ameri an] European
written down on paper. Singers began to use European vocal techniques. But
generation that seems completely thrilled and pre -upied with Afri an culture
the African soul of the music remained.
Emancipation also freed black musicians to travel and play in saloons, dance and howing [ ic I very linle re pect for their own. "
But what if the African Invasion had never happened'? Would the U.S. be
halls, and brothels. In these settings they created a form of music that mixed
full of youthful garage polka bands, with parents b<mging on the door. yelling
European instruments (like the piano) with the lively rhythmic feel of the
'"TURN THAT ACCORDION DOWN!"? Would we dm1ce to waltzes and jigs
African drum. The music was called "ragtime" for its "ragged time" (syncoinstead of hip-hop and house?
pated rhythm). Probably because it helped release music from its rhythmically
Not to diss people who like waltzes and jigs. but if the "Afrietm Invasi n"
straitjacketed European classical tradition, ragtime wa~ attacked by the pres.
had never happened, Americru1 music, a.11 we knov it, wouldn't exist.
and on the pulpit as vulgar, filthy, and suggestive.
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No matter what
anyone has taken
from the black
man or woman,
the one thing
they have never
gotten away with
is "what's in our
soulsour natural
rhythm."
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The teens agreed that the J-f
music of today, with its
••
blunt sexual lyrics is
simply a derivation
\'
of"dusties" with
~
their more subtle
but just as prevalent sexual
implications.
j

..4

Toya feels that now
songs use the term
"sex" rather than "love"
but essentially, James
Brown and Luke could get
together and make a successful album.

The "Natural rhythm"
Morgan Park junior
Adrienne Samuels is
referring to has caused the
black man and woman to
develop the jazz, the classical, the gospel, reggae, rock 'n'
roll, rhythm and blues, blues music and rap we all enjoy.
New Expression gathered teens from around ChicagoCarver students junior Maurice Burns, junior Dwight D.
Turner and senior Stephanie E. E. Manuel; Crane seniors
Jeff Robinson and Akula Segal; Whitney Young juniors
Marissa Sanden and Toya Lay; Joshua Cotton, a senior at
Corliss; and Lamar Reynolds, a senior at Hirsch; to discuss
what music means to them.

"Music is life
and life is music," says Lamar
Reynolds,a
Hirsch High
School senior.

Gospel music and
jazz are the two
types of music identified that provide a ~-~
release from the i'
\
~exual. energy and 1~ VA \ \
tntenstty put on the (fftll /L \ \
maiority of most COs.
\ '.

l'hotos by Amanda Dc7.uucr -

I

But what is the music of
today teaching teens and
does it matter? The debate
arises, "Is this song too promiscuous, is this song too violent, and what kind
of influence does this artist's music have on society?" Marissa Sanden, a
junior at Whitney Young, believes that it's all in the way the words are
presented.

QTO DAY'S SONGS

~·~A~~~
0' MESSAGES
..

.J

By LaTanya Burke,
staff writer, Lane Tech

Adults think all the music
of this generation is about sex
and violence. Yes, some of
our songs carry controversial
messages, but empowering
and uplifting messages arc
there, too.
Tupac Shakur's "Keep Ya
Head Up" motivates young
and single mothers to keep a
positive outlook throughout
all of Iife •s circumstances. He
also tells them to teach the
children better so they'll be
better adults.
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'90s woman: that they are
able to handle it all; career,
family, and whatever needs to
be done.
• Songs like Mariah
Carey's "Hero" tell people,
especially teens to look inside
themselves for their much
sought-after role models.
Everyone has those
qualities; they just have to
look within. The message of
love and appreciation comes
through in R. Kelly's
"Sadie." He expresses his

\

lllustnu.ion by Olusola Ak

love for his mother and her
love for others. These are just
a few examples that positive
songs still exist in what many
think is a generation lost.
People should began to listen
to all the songs before
generally criticizing them
and our generation.

l\llc »lit

\J
,

Pictured are, upper left: Jeff Robinson; center: A/ada Segal;
lower left : LAmar Reynolds; upper right: Adrienne SlllrWels;
lower right: Stephanie Manuel

And while many songs of
the '90's are degrading to
women, many female
performers have come to
empower women through
songs:
• "U.N.I.T.Y" by Queen
Latifah addresses men who
degrade and abuse women. It
also has an undertone
message of much-needed
unity in the black community;
• Whitney Houston's "I'm
Every Woman" tells the
independent attitude of the

y
14

Favorite songs that send out positive messages
include "Keep Your Head Up" by 2 Pac (Marissa's
favorite), "Be a Father to Your Child" by ED O.G.
and da Bulldogs (Toya's favorite), and "UNITY"
by Queen Latifah (Jeff's favorite). These songs tell
black men that they should treat black women with
respect. "Why is that" by KRS-1, "Culture Girls"
by Kam, and "Be True to the Game" by Ice Cube
also sends out positive messages. So why all the
criticism of rap music?

young, black, and adolescent are hardships". These teens
feel that music is an outlet, not an influence-rap
music is something many young blacks can relate

I

lj

to.

Jeff and Akula
believe that outsiders looking in cannot relate to what
rap music is.

"These days, singers only compose songs
related to sex, drugs and so forth, and the e
singers arc the one who arc committing crimes.
and what for, the fans? They may even think that
commmmg a cnmc is not that bad, because
famous arti L'i do it. and here is where I get my
conclus1on Art1 t'> should realize that they
should have a tremendou influence on thetr
fans, and that they should be a positive influence
on them, not a negative tnfluence."
- Suami Mendet, Lake View

"There is a lot of frustration in black
youths and that's where violent music
can come in, ometime it relieves frustration," said Adrienne. AI o, the teens
generally agreed that the degree of influence music has on its li teners depends on
the person and their environment. Someone
that grew up in Englewood may have a
different perception of life than someone that
grew up in Beverly.

et, many rap fans can appre-

e

t

" ... There 1. J stereotype that all rappers are good
for nothmg. give nothing back to the community,
and are cnminals, which lS untrue. Rapper such
a R N-DMC send out 'po:nive me age ·to
listeners Snoop and Tupac pread the truth that
parent and other authorit} f1gure would rather
keep out of the open. Clo tng a young per on'
ear and eye. to reaht} IS unfair. Th1 ts like a
parent wantmg to keep thetr chtld at home tn a
clo ed room allthetr hfe. 11' unrealistic."
- Nia Hud on, Whitney Young

Akula remarked that he was mspired to rap by the Sugar Hill Gang'· ong
"Rapper' Delight." Jeff felt that at a very young age he could relate to Cum
Blow' ong " Don 't Pu h Me Cau e I'm Clo e to the Edge," and found it
rather inspirational. Toya felt that he and her peer were wht ked away
into a fairytale land of Jove when L.L. Cool J.' " I "-:eed Love" hit the
record store .
Akula did note however, that li tening to ht mother's old I ley
Brother records d1d prompt him to think about ex at a very young
age. The influence of sex on youth· is a very controversial subject,
particularly for orne black ani ts that are criucized for making
ong that are too exually explicit. But then as Jeff say , "sex
sells"-right?"

"Snoop Doggy Dogg and Tupac Shakur · mu tc
ha a lot of v1olence in 1t As much violence a
there L'> m the \lrOrld, the) -.hould tr} to rap about
toppmg the v 1olence "
- Enin Hendri,, H)de Park

However, Stephanie E.E.Manuel, a senior
at Carver High School remarked that Snoop
Doggy Dogg's tape really exploits black
women and disrespects them.

" I believe ingcrs and others '"ho are considered
famous hould con ider themselve role model .
Children look up to them and tl) to imitate and
be JU t like them. It would be a hame for the
role model of the e chi.ldren to let them down."
- Lakeyia Williams, Chicago Vocational

de

But Akula counterattacked her statement by saying that's how Snoop feel . you don't have to li ·ten
to the tape. "Some black women accept that, if we really di agree, then we shouldn't listen to the
tape," said Adrienne. Jeff insened that "Snoop's generalizing girls he ' been with. Basically it' for
entenainment and money. No one wants to hear 'I mi ed the bu . "'
Lamar says, "Black music is a form of expression for black youths. It' ju t a difficult to make a
good rap song as it is to compose reggae music."
0

I esse , he te n con I d that music is a form of rebel·
lion and uprising against mainstream society. As Joshua
Cotton, a senior at Corliss High School said,
"Music is how we think".

0

"If the l)rics arc talking about k.illtng someone
or raping a girl. I'd tum ofT the ong occau oe I
totally di. agree with these cnmes. I '"ould nOt
encourage the negative acts that the) are singing
about by li tening to them"
- DeLisa Glover, Morgan Park
''I feel that rap 1 the kmd of must· that allow ·
one toe press himself to h1~ fullc~t"
- Melodye Parker, Bogan
"I say, if you don't undeP-Hand rap. then don't
listen to it." - Acasia Grim .... Bowen

By Chante Spann, Morgan Park

Q!.IAI<ER

-

''Maybe there aren't an) morab .tn) more.
Maybe there aren't any role model · to look. up
to. Maybe it is all a front, · on~cious or un ° nscious. to butter up people in :-.can:h of the
Almighty Dollar.
Maybe parents should soothe thc1r kids about
musicians as they do tor horror movtc:-. .
'Don't worry. honey. it's all fak.c .'
Leigh Carney, Morgun Pnrk
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In Its monthly essay contest, sponsored by
The Polk Bros. Foundation,
New Expression asked the question •
"Snoop Doggy Dogg has been Indicted
for murder.Tupac Shakur has been
arrested for sexual assault. Michael
Jackson has been accused of
molesting a child. If you knew for a
fact that they were guilty, would It stop
you from buying their music?
Why or why not?"
Here are some of the answers ...
1ST

Sanya Sarich
Lincoln Park High School
Teacher: Mr. Macala

PLACE

I would never consider associating myself with people who were
guilty of committing crimes like child molestation, sexual assault, or
murder. That is precisely the reason why I would not buy the music
of Snoop Doggy Dogg. Tupac Shalcur, or Michael Jackson if I knew
they were guilty of the crimes they are accused of having
Why anyone would want to support a convicted murderer, child
molester, or sexual offender is beyond comprehension. If people
continued to support he three stars after it was revealed that they had
murdered another human being or molested a child, the stars would
probably have few, if any misgivings about committing yet another
crime. Buying their music would be rewarding them, rather than
punishing them, for their criminal acts.
Child molestation, sexual assault, and murder are horrendous
crimes against fellow human beings. The morality of this society
would certainly have turned sick if the three stars were found guilty,
and then allowed to survive professionally. Prison, or some other
form of severe punishment, is all the "reward" any criminal even a popular rock star, should ever receive.

f

.;!.

ese men send messages to the public, messages that are backed up only by greed. Ideas
they do not practice themselves. They are preThey deceive people for money. They
cheat the public . It would not be right to sup·
port them. They live lavish lifestyles by
recording lies. What they have to say Is worth·
less... "George Quintero, Bogan
''They may choose to do something negative In
their lies, but we must be smarter and realize
we are our own Individuals and their actions
not affect us because we are stronger
men·tally! I"
Carmen Munlgan, Julian
16
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2nd

PLACE

By this time, I have wri tten over ten versions of this
essay. I've asked my pondering mind, is it the music I
like or is it the artist? Even if I knew for a fact that
they were guilty, I wouldn 't stop buying their music. I'm
buying the music for the idea they represent not because
Johnny here is a saint. lf that was the case, I might as
well stop listening to all music. It's like not wanting to
drive a car because Henry Ford was arrested late in his
life for drunk driving. IF the music is pleasant to my
hearing, then why not listen to it?
Elvis Presley is said to have taken drugs, but his music
is still selling like there's no tomorrow. The same with
Mozart. Beethoven, and many more artists. We might
not like their personal life, but we don 't have to dislike
their work. Anyway, no one's perfect, not even superstars. If they were perfect, they wouldn't be humans, but
gods. If we can still love to buy and hear Elvis play his
1
"Love Me Tender," Mozart's "Requiem," then why nor
" , Michael's "Bad"?

~L....-----

".. If I can relate to a song and I like .·.It, It does not mean that I approve ,, ~
of what the artists do or do not
do.".. Yorlel Marcano, Lane Tech
"... All this publicity hasn't affected
--- these men. In fact, It actually helps
- them because all publicity Is good .,.-__,
publicity In this field and their
album sales usually Increase...."
Jason Young, Bogan

"By buying their music, I would be telling em
no matter what you do, I will support you. It Is a
disgrace for you to be someone famous and .---~
known for the high quality of music you strive to
achieve, then behave like some of the worst
criminals we have In this country ..."
By Shanta Cooper
Whitney Young
Amado Vega, Morgan Park

-....

Giau Truong
Lincoln Park High School
Teacher: Mr. Gibbons

3rd
PLACE
On the matter of buying convicted entertainers' music, I wouldn't buy it. That is wrong
on my behalf. Whatever the entertainer did wrong docs not promote a better society for us.
If I was to buy a convicted entertainer's music. I would be supporting what they have
done. In the cases of Michael Jackson, Tupac, and Snoop Doggy Dogg. if convicted they
arc all liars. Michael Jackson sings about children and peace. Where is the peace in
molesting little children? How can Tupac tell women to keep their head up and the men to
stop abusing them. but he is charged with accessory to raping a woman. As far as Snoop
Doggy Dogg is concerned, to kill someone is wrong. To take someone's life does not solve
the problem but makes life harder on the killer. lf each one of these entertainers are
convicted that shows that in reality they care about nothing that seems to be their concern
in their music.
To buy the music of a convicted entertainer would be supporting them 100 percent. The
buyer, therefore, has no morals or hope for the future. and our society will have taken an
even sharper tum for the worse.
To make this world more peaceful and easier to live in, I as an individual must convince
those to think about the better things we can do with the money that buy that music. I must
help those unable to show that they care to not support a musician because of their music.
but because of the beliefs that they share. Life is too precious to help others to destroy,
famous or not.
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Yount ra,en
,romote uniiJ,
not vlolente
By Marvin Patterson

Between hardcore and hip hop,
young rappers vvon•t be
falling in any cracks
By Raven Hill
Staff Writer
Morgan Park High School

~ven wit~out a
~urtain ana a
s~otli~~t, for
t~e moment
~an Buren
Street is A~ula
Se~al's sta~e~
listeni n~ to
~im ra~, one
t~ou~~t ~oes

t~rou~~ m~
mina: an~~oa~
~an ra~, ~ut
t~is ~rot~er
~an flow~

hke 11., but now I find myself listening
to Jazz mus1c," he admns Akula g1ves
"Lhank and praiSe" LO him "My
grandfather gave me the opponumty
to broaden my honzons, Lhat opponunuy expanded Lhem tO help me make
Lhe k1d of mus1c I want to make." he
srud "He doesn 't h e it, !hough."
Robmson 's suppon comes from his
former gtrlfnend. Pauhne H1lhard He
feel. he really under tands what Lhe
group 1 about. "She hstened to what I
was saymg She has been Lhere
through Lhe group' make-up and
break-ups," he sa1d
Jeff's tmmedtwhatse~Juzandr----------------------------------------------------.
ate plan mclude
blues apan "Jazz
fint hmg the
does not
group's debut
on 'hard~h1ps'
album "I hope
but Lhe blues
Lhts record goes
does- !hat's how
nght because I'm
I see underured of bemg
ground
dt appomterl
"Underground
I'm ttred of
IS lower level,
scemg other
it's stuff people
group's ucceed
don't wantLO
because ghetto
hear, but Lhey
ktdl> hke Ul> don't
have to hear ll ."
have the
Segal, who
monc) ," he U)
goes by Lhe a has
He phms to
"Sydek1k" when
anend college
rappmg, feels Lhat
and to evcntuall)
underground
0"-11 a record
contams one basic
company He
Lrulh: reality
feel there 1 a
"People need to
l'hntu hy 1\mand.& J)cZullcr
lot
of unnouccd
know Lh1s. It's
talent
m
Chicago
and
wants
to take
what I feclm my hean," he emphaThetr fnendsh1p began almost
the
rapper'
that
'lev.
York
and
Lo
si tes. He tnes to k1ck it m a way
five years ago They were m a school
Angeles
don
't
sec
and
make
somclisteners need to hear and in a way to
musical and although they dtdn 't like
interest Lhem. He and Jeff "don't
each olher at first (Jeff says they hated Lhmg out of them
Akula plans to anend etlhcr
come on to people like 'We're dope' each olher), when Lhey became beucr
Chtcago' Columbta College or
" and Lhe listener should expect
acquainted, they chckcd. AkuJa puts
rappers Rakim or KRS-Onc. Segal
1t, "We're alike in every way." Every Stillman College 111 Alabama as a
broadcast commumcauons maJOr. He
crerli~ that approach as Lhe reason
time he's had any ktnd of problem or
hopes to become ctthcr a record
they've never been criticitcd. "Yeah, dilemma, JeiT has been there. "Jeff is
Lhere is profamty in Lhe lyrics but we
my Guardian Angel. He alway knows producer or dtsc JOCk e) one day.
On Lhc toptc of the Chicago rap
don't degrade other races, religions,
where to find me. Strange, isn't it?"
scene,
bolh ega! and Robmson
or sexes."
When he hears thts, Jeff sm1les.
bchcve
the ctty wtll hccomc one of
Robmson say\ their mus1c carnes
"He's my ace," he says. They arc to
the
prcmter
rap Clites fur tull·nt. Wtth
d1fferent messages. "We don't want
each olhcr the brother Lhcy never had.
no
disrespect
to any other stde, ega!
to be 'studiO gangstas'. We're talking "I've been nght Lhcre wtth him
suggcs~
all
promlllef\
come to the
about what we've been through, stuff through a lot,'' he satd. "We're clo~c."
We~t
Side
of
Lhe
clly
to
futd a lot of
we've done. No one forced our
Akula's grandfut.hcr, Joe Segal who
natural-born talent Robln\(lll agrees,
env1ronment Our bas1c message is to owns the Ja11 Showcase downtown,
"'Jhere ts so much talent here that's
May strong and watch your back. We
tmuatcd hts mterc~t in Lhe mustc
bcmg wasted. Chtcago ·~ ri-.mg."
speak truthfully," he says.
industry. "He'd make me go down to
YAD hopes to educate others by
Lhe Jan Showcase. At first I didn't
He occasionally slips mto a
reggae/ ragamuffin kind of style and
his Iynes are funny, yet real.
When I ask about his group's style,
he surpnses me wilh tus reply, "We
don't really have one." H1s partner,
Jeff Robinson , also known as "Yung
Buk", agrees Lhat Lhe group Young
And Dangerous (Y AD), has a un1que
flavor "Our style falls somewhere
between hard-{;ore and htp-hop," he
says. "We rap but we don't want to
be cons1dered stnctly h1p-hop."
Robinson compares the d1fference
between h1p-hop and underground to

giVIng some street knowledge and
entenammg Lhem at Lhe arne urne
People who have heard Lhem not
only love Lhem, according to Segal,
but Lhey want to hear Lhcm agam.
"We're ongmaJ I lovell when people
ask me LO rap for them." he sa1d
Robmson feel Lhey get a lot of respect
from people m Lhe mdusll)'. "I say
what I want to say When I come on
stage, people say, 'You're bold' "
Segal coun~ among h1 btggest
mfluences h1s godfather, Lhe late
Dmy Gtllespte, h1s grandfather; and
Jeff, whom he calls "my brother"

JG , which feature
Jam, age 24, and Godfather, age 20, are
traigh t from the hood
of Chi-town. They
ay their ingle, "Put
Down The Gun ·· on
Ga oline Alley
Record , contain
po itive lyric to promote education and
deter crime in inner
citie . In this ong.
JG addre e the · arne
i!:-1 ues a DJ Quick'.
"Born and Rai ed in
Compton."although
"Put Down Th~
Guns" does refer t all
those brothers "' ho try
and "front" (put n an
act" by hooting and
killing each other.
The song also :a) ·
to put down the guns
for Dantrell Da is.
who was hot and
killed last year in the
Cabrini Green housing development.
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NEW EXPRESSION TAKES A LOOK AT THE CHICAGO HIP HOP SCENE AND ABROAD

FROM THE ROOTS
An Introduction to the History of Hip Hop

and hard hitting, aoul -aoothing muaic for today. DJ Here,
with hia "turntable• " and
apeakors, was always looking
Well, whore should we
for now waya to "rock a
start? Lot's go back about
crowd". As a DJ in tho 70s at
20 years, 18 to be exact.
achaolyard jams and parties
Lot's take a journey back to
explore tho origin of hip hap In the park. He would com- pouibly tho strongest voice bine unorthodox recorda, mesh
beah from black exploitation
of youth in tho world, for
soundtrack•,
aoul groovoa, and
African Americana especially.
dance hits from the CaribThis controversial and onorbean. Thus, the aood of hlp
gotlc, over innovating ,
hop culture had been planted.
modifying and re-creating
The "peculiar plant" sprouted
culture originated in tho
with the help of the likes of
Bronx and Harlem Boroughs
Afrika lambaata and Grand of Now York City.
master Flaah.
To talk about tho
Afrika Bambaata,
history of hip hop
a former
withaut menmember of
tioning tho
one of Now
fathers of
York'•
hip hap
largoat
would be
ganga -the
a an
Black
Spades unforduring
tho '70s
givable
•r•.
lambaata
crime.
waa Inspired to
Kool
explore musical
DJ Here,
pouibilitios. He
a Caribalao wanted to
bean native,
pursue hia dream
came to America
of Nubian at a young ago.
American (Black
He was a disc
and Latino)
Iockey at teenempowerment.
ago disco parHip hap was his
ties. He used
tool for both hia
tho (sound
musical
and "political"
system) sot
goa
Ia.
He
founded the
up that had
Mighty
Zulu
Nation, tho
....n utilized
oldest organization in
In his native
hlp hop. The Zulu
land. He,
Nation haa produced
probably
some of hip hap's
~nknowingly,
m o 1 t influential and
designed tho blueprint for
entertaining group• of today,
hlp hap's blasting sounds
ly Shandell lewis
and Terrell RuHer

GRAND MASTER FLASH

such aa
DoLaSoul
and A Tribe
Called
Ouest.
lambaata

Sonic Force.
Grandmas tor Flaah,
remem bered
by moat
aa a mem ber of the
legendary Furious
Five, was very much
interested in tho
technological area of
tho culture labeled hip
hop. Through Flash's
experimental innovations
such as
"scratching" (with the help
of a kid named Grand Wiz ard Theodore). He also
Introduced tho boatbox to
doojaylng . Now some of
ya'll might say that Doug E.
Frah was tho original human
beatbox ... whilo that might be
true, tho grandmaster intro duced tho boatbox, or tho
drum machine. Tho drum
machine did for music what
Shake-N -lake does for
chicken. It added "mad
flavor" .
Many events helped shape
tho culture of what 's known
today as hlp hop. Despite
what many may believe, hip
hop did not como from rap or
so-called rap music. In fact
It's quito tho contralro, rap
evolved from hlp hap. Rap
evolved from certain neigh-

borhaod phra••• and
bits and pieces of
everyday street
lingo. Word• such as
awck , dof, froah, and
buatin were often
incorporated into the
DJ shaw during park
and block parties.
A kid named Cowboy
who waa from tho
Flash camp came up
with phrases like,
"Throw ya hands in
tho air,· "Somebody
scream, and tho classic
chant, "Say Hoi . Coke
La Rock from tho
Horculoida (Kool
to ahaut street
lingo and
phrases to
the crowd
as well. It
Wal like
he wa1
talking or
rapping (rap
m.ana to
talk ; to con verso ) to a
friend in the
crowd, one on
one. Eventually
DJ"s and omc••• master of ceremonies, host of the
party - began to
piece those
phrases to gether and
recite them
to music.
{
This
became
known as rappin' to the boat.
Emcees like Mollo Mol, hia

brother Kid Creole, Scorpio,
Cowboy and a k id named
Rahoom, along with Grand master Flash and Tho Furious
Five.
Those emcees would rap
over popular disco tunes, and
would use the drum machines
to alter or create new
rhythms and music. Thua,
some perceive rap as a
spinoff from disco, which ia a
spinoff of funk and rock .
Tho first rap album was
"Rapper 1 Delight" recorded
by tho Sugar Hill Gang in
1979. This record represented a milestone in the hip
hop world - tho beginning of tho end of
the underground
culture. For this
was tho rest of the
world's introduction to hip hop.
It was the first
time a rapper
enjoyed commercial auc con.
Despite tho
IUCCOU of
Rapper 1 Delight,
rap wa1 not
taken serious
and was
regarded by
tho mau
majority as a
more fad .
During tho
early 80s rap
music returned
to Ita homo : Tho
basement or tho

lOW~~

~.
D.J. KOOL HERC
e;$~\~'

AFRICA BAMBATAA
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REYONO COHPR_E.HEJ.JSION

HIP HOP IS... a bread
head, party pumpin', blunt smokin',
boule tappin', R&B attacking brother
with a crew hoppin', slang talkin',
Nautica sportin', Polo promotin ',Stacy
Adams wearin' contact lens havin' female in baggy pants and profiling that
trademark hairstyle (neatly cut and just
as neatly pressed) sitting next to him in
hi s hoopt y deville bump in' the boo min'

20

bass and rhythm rifs from Common
Sense's "Soul by the Pound" with his
"boys" in the backseat who 're basically
alwaysbrokeandborrowingbucksfrom
other brothers, and packin' backpacks
like their heads pack naps under their
black caps ; their knapsacks pack phat
raps. Of course, tahey have their patented pick in the pocket, and a practically dysfur1ctional, barely working, beat

NE JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1994

up Sonywalkman. Ofwhich,youcanbe
sure the ever-so-familiar messages of
stunts, blunts, and hip hop wholeheartedlypropagatcd by the "funkadelicdevil
himself' Mr. Reggie Noble are being
pumped into their brains.
Now if you're one of those people
who claim that this is what hip hop is
about...You're right! But, remember
there is a Oipside to all of this. Study the

NOT. Unles we capitalize on this fact,
hip hop will continue to be watered
down and censored. Rappers, writers,
and Iroducers will continues to be taken
for the cash that is rightfully theirs. Hip
hop's powerful and creative culture wi ll
continue to be relentlessly suppressed,
right here in Chicago.
So, if you're the type that sees putting
on a suit and tie, combing your hair, and

has it that hip hop is 15% talent and 851?1:
business while busine s itself i 15%
decisions and 85% paper work.
One organization leading the way by
taking advantage of the business aspect
of hip hop is Godphellas lnc .. GPHl is
a unification of several young "hip hop
culrurcoricmed"busincssmenand businesswomen, who have combined their
intellect, creati vity, knowledge, experi-

Oipsideofthecointofmdoutwhystudio
gangsters arc at an all-time high. Study
this side and find out why R&B's love
and sex themes have taken a sharp tum
, and are coming closer to hip hop's
controversialandso-calledobscenemessages. Study the Oipside if you want to
know why hip hop is on practically
every radio and television station.
Whether in songs, raps, commercials,
ads, music award shows of music videos. Even the big screen has had a taste
of hip hop's heaven. The Oipside :
BUSINESS. HIP HOP IS BIG BUSINESS-WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR

speaking proper English as grounds for
being called a sell out-WAKE UP!!!
It's time for some action (word to
Redman and Cypress Hill). If you're
ready to keep outside forces that don't
appreciate the culture from infiltrating,
exploiting and eventually destroying
the culture, well thengrabacomb,tryon
the Easter suit that your grandma bought
foryouandhumblyscrapeyourfaceoff
the ground. It is a fact beyond any doubt
thatEPMD'sstrictlybusinessattitudeis
THE attitude for b-boys and girl s to
have in the nineties. Brothers and
sisters should add typing to their list of
"skills to be practiced". Nter all, rumor

ence, talent, and resources to create a
network that has the potential to affect
America as it never has before. With
companies like these, we can keep the
ball in the home court and let the opposing team know that "They ain't 'G'ing
hip hop 'cause it's ours."
To put it Ph illy style, some say thers's
no business like show business, while I
say: you have no business in show business unless you know business. So next
time someone asks you "How ya livin ',
kid?" Will you reply, "Just maxin' ." or
will your reply be "Business as usual"?
Sola Aki ntunde t:IC.

in the morning)
and a heavy

you can tell it's a girll Just between me
and you, it has camed me to almost talk
to a dude and <fu a girl all night 'cause I
thought she

was a gay

artillery ambush
{stupidly leaving
the window Open
when gomg past
Schun High
School on a
Halloween day.)
But none of that

stud.
Look. it
used to be
funny. but
now it'
messin'
whb my

has~ me

mental.

for my latest
nmsion--

Don' t g~t

point, " J think B·girl.s dress like 111l:s
because we want to relate to the boys
better.

•It's more comfortable
to rock ieans, Js ( gym
shoes) and a nice Polo
shirt than a dress and
slippers!"
Tasha Grant, 18.

me v.TOOg This 1m 't true about aD hip
~~~~~~~--~~~;;.-.---~ O~RATION:
hop females and not all male onented
C~allitioos by Sola Akmnmdc, urc and ITJline Hilliml. Kenwood Ac•demy WHAT THE
gear is 100 rough. but some of ya'll. m
II@•S IS IT?
my opUlJOn are looldng in the wrong
Nowadaz.e
you
step
to a ntet ferna1e
paren13' closet for gear. lo my research
koy tne c'11&f reque1teo or>
and she rums out to be marc of a man
to fmd oot why tblS epidemic of gen~
articlt that could fill this
tiwl you are! Just when you tum 10 your clas~ exlSt Kenneth Bayliss, Lane
space, but at the~ time
feUow
brother for a lmle con~hng he
Tech, stated, "Hip hop is a male
fro;; t ai Jn intaeSting commentary tba1
wtnbatyou
dominated
culwre o;o like Too Short
you aU
and switches
'You goua get in .,.. here you fit 1.0 "'
~ould
away with the Otha comments were, ~, thmk tt's
Nowadaze you step to a
Wa.DllO
swing of Janet cu!e.-. Eldndge Ford, 19 -Whatever
read This
nice female and she turns
Jadwn. You happened to girls look in • mce and
forced me
don't want to fem1nlne?" and "Uhh... I really don 't
out to be more of a man
to t.lunk
look. but the
cart llS Jon g as they look CULC and I get
about
than you are!
fascinatio 0
rrune ·.Carlos Durand. 22 Females
what I
and disgust
stated, "It's more wmfortabk w rock
could
keeps you
Jean~. Js (g]m Vlocs) and a mcc Polo
bring to
focused
unul
you
realize
someone
rrught shirt than a dre. ' and shpper 1-. Tasba
the loyal readers and followers of hip
think you're a little funny too. so you
Gr.1nt. I . Nicole Fields lllJde a d
hop that no one el~ has. Then. you
stop.
I don't know about ya 'II but this
gue~e~ it-it still kft me ~tnmped
happens all wo oftenm the life of this
Then it hit me'!' What's going an ?I?
goddeiS Iovin · b-bo;
Have ya '11 ooticed how II'! ~tting
What.e~cr h4ppencd 10 the dlys 'I' hen a
harder and harder to fig~ out if
girl
~;u a girl and a swd wa.~ a stud? I
~meone is male or female?! No. on the
Unforwnattly,
this dreaded plague is
re;:l. It's almo~ as bad a.n epidemic as
seeping
into
our
h1p hop family in a
fale hair ( No offen~ w any out there
unique
way.
I
began
to nouce that our
thal rock the fiber.)
beautiful
h1p
hop
qucco~
v.ere getting
Being a vell:l'lll CTA travel vlCtim I
rougher
and
rougher
3bout
mid· la5l year.
have braved the gas chamber (the
It ' ~ at a pomt now where you have to
subway tuonel on Jackson), suicide
missions behind enemy lmes (waiting for peep a gtrlt~~oice, nav., ~time 'fore

0

At parties the
boys set io their
eire lei an ' itllff,
jock each other

and see who can

spin on their
necks the
longw wlrile we
guls Stt there
and play wtth
the tack of flyas
we recetved from the few guys that
actnally did g1ve us anention." Now,
ya'll can't even front 'cause you know
she has a poult We need to mingle and
dance wi.tb our hip h.op 1 t.ers more.
·oet off the floor. brush yourself off,
!wallow your pride. unhand your boys'
swill and go ask a g1rl to dance" (Just a
message from the ~i~t.erhood of hip bop)
•Jusl ·cause they look like u doesn't
~n they m us.- stated brother M1L
upon my inqu.rry Alll know IS we
better ~tart paying auenoon to our si.S!en
qnicl: before we 'wt losing t.IJe few
Us!ers we ha\·e to the "other" (disco)
parties. 1don l know about ya II but
platform shoes \lion t look all that bad
next to an all fru rrJted. angry male hip
hop pany But. what~ v.rong v. ith

drtsse5. lhoucll?

EXPRESS YOURSELF

at C hicago, only fully-acc redited
college preparatory school for the vi ual
and performing arts.

at

THE CHICAGO ACADEMY
for the ARTS,

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
Billions in financial aid went unused beca use students
did not know where to apply ... until today .

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ON HOW TO GET MORE
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID

Student
pend 4 hour in academic
cour e , followed by 3 V2 hours of
profe ional art training - Everyday .
Financ ial Aid is Available
Call Mary Lou Primm
for information about
visits or auditions.

SCHOLARSHIP
AUDITIONS
For Fall 1994
Will be held

Saturday
March 5th

Call today a nd increase your scholarship chances !

ADVANTAGE COLLEGE
FUNDING SERVICE
C hris Dwyer
P.O. Box 1532
Arl ington HTS., IL 60006

(708) 670-8828

MAJORS

* Theatre
* Dance

* Visual Art
1010 W. Chicago Avenue 60622

* reatl,•e Writing
* Musical Theater

* Music

(312) 421-0202
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"Afrikan Visions" a stunning dance spectacle
By Chante Spann , StaiT Writer, Morgan Park

Vivid, fresh, stunning, spectacular
-that's how I describe The Muntu
Dance Theatre's presentation of
Afrikan Visions. Th is presentation
was one of the most exciting,
intriguing, and completely captivating dance performances I have ever
seen. I was awestruck when I
thought of the intense rehearsal,
complex choreography, and sheer
talent that made (he production so
wonderful. I'm sure by now you are
wondering exactly what it is that
could possibly make someone so
excited. Well sit back, and I'll take
you for a brief glimpse of Afrikan
Visions, a series of traditional
African dance numbers with works
from Liberia, the Caribbean, South
Africa, and America, dances

master is approaching.
"Ragtime/Blues" was a solo
pianist's tribute to Scott Joplin and
W.C. Handy. "Evening Time" is a
depiction of the West Indian's work
by day and dance by night. Sensual
dancing and elaborate costumes
highlight this number.
''Through Mandela's Eyes" is a
depiction of the Freedom Fighters'
struggle in South Africa against

apartheid. Finally, "Bouee Musu
Gahnay" is a story about a mother
whose child has been bitten by a
poisonous snake and is dying. The
little girl is revived after much
prayer, specifically by the Ju-Ju
woman.
This is the Muntu Dance
Theatre's 17th annual concert series.
The dance company is native to
Chicago but tours all over the United

States and abroad. The
artistic director is
Amaniyea Payne, and
what a marvelous director
she proves to be!
The performance can
be seen Feb. 17 at 7 p.m.
at University of Illinois at
Chicago, 750 S. Halsted.

'

Music is an integral part of "Afrilco.n
Visions" Photo by KwabMa Shabu

performed in a way that portray
complex themes in black history.
Picture this: five drummers on
stage, three using their hands to
strike the bongo drums and two
using drumsticks. Their hands'
rapid movement creates complex
rhythms with a beat more intricate
than the busiest house music. The
drummers show such enthusiasm.
the beat just jumps out at and draws
you in. This was the introductory
scene, titled "Drum Talk."
As the performance continues,
skilled dancers in bright costumes
recite inspirational words, moving
freely with the music. During this
segment, known as "We Became the
Drum," a continuous chant says,
'They denied us the drum, so we
became the drum." Historical black
figures such as Harriet Tubman,
Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X, and
Josephine Baker are referred to.
"Juba Jig" was a world premiere
performance depicting slaves briefly
escaping from the plantation. While
they are away, even though they arc
deprived of their drums, they usc
household items such as washboards, and hambone rhythms
(rhythms made by improvising with
the body and mouth) to create
music. The slaves dance to the tunes.
The scene ends with the sound of a
dog barking, indicating the slave

M Ulllu dancers electrify the stage "'
Visions" Photo by Kwabena Shabu

11'1
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MINT CONDITION
Celebrates
Black History Month
Why not win a chance to " Spend the Day with Mint Condition" at your high school! Mint Condition will spend the day teaching your music class or cheering with you at your school' s pep
assembly. Make your own h1story and have the day video taped w1th your favorite group of the 90's, Mint Condition.
Entering the contest is very easy. Mint Condition would like to know who 's your favorite group or musician from the 60's, 70's, and the 80's. Just fill out the entry below and take it to the
record stores listed on the bottom of this page. Look for Mint Condition display , and submit your entry in the display box. You can buy the New Mint Condition CO, " FROM THE MINT FACTORY. "
Use this paae and get $2.00 off the CO and $1 .00 off the full-length cassette. Just remember to take this page along with your entry to the stores listed below. READ all contest rules and Good
Luck! Mint Condition would like to celebrate Black History with you!!!
--

"Spend the Day with Mint condition"
ENTRY FORM
Please enter your favorite musician or group from the ...

60's________________________________________________
70's -------------------------------------------------------------SO's --------------------------~--~--~~-----------------------90's
Mint Condition

--------------------------------------------------------------

Name ---------------------------~

High School__________________________________________

-4

Address ------------------------------------------------4

City --------------------------------- State - - - - - - - - i

Student

Phone

No. _______________________ (

Age __________________________________________________

~

------------------------------------ ------• LIST OF STORES TO TAKE ENTRIES •
featuring - The "EW smash single
u(J Send Me Swingin"

George's Music Room

Track One Records

Boggle Shop I

3915 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, IL 60624

7116 S. Jeffery Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60649

5607 W. Chicago Ave.
Chicago, IL 60651

Boogie Shop II
5414 W. North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60639

10715 S. Michigan
Chicago, IL 60628

450 E. 75th St.
Chicago, IL 60619

Dr. Wax Records
5210 Harper Ct.
Chicago, IL 60615

Barney 's Records
3400 W. Ogden Ave.
Chicago, IL 60623

Mac's Records
5425 W. Madison
Chicago, IL 60644

Partee's Records
5121 W. North Ave.
Chicago, IL 60639

Pepmoe's Music World
5311 W. Chicago
Chicago, IL 60651

The Rap House
1709 E. 87th St.
Chicago, IL 60617

African Hedonist
8501 S. Cottage Grove
Chicago, IL 60619

Al's Records

The Record Shop
6251 S. M.L. King Dr.
Chicago, IL 60637

75th St. Music & VIdeo

Tower Records
2301 N. Clark St.
Chicago, IL 60614

n......... o..s •.,.l

SoundTrack Records
11 7 W. Sibley Blvd.
South Holland, IL 60473

SoundTrack Records
5252 W. Division
Chicago, IL 6065 1

Rules For "Spend the Day with Mint Condition "
• No Purchase necessary to enter contest.
• AI entries must be from the New Expression Paper
• All entries must be in the box at the stores liated on this page .
• You may enter as often as you like .
• Entriea muat be in by February 28th .
•The winner will be randomly selected from a drawing and will be notified by March 1otth . (To pick a date to have Mint Condition come to your school)
•winner will be video taped along with Mint Condition for a possible local video program .
"Queationa about the contest may be directed to Perspective Records, 2800 River Rood, Suite 120, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 or call (708) 298 -9411 .
Attention : S. Randall or Mr. A. R. Williams
•void Where Prohibited

I
I
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I
I

--------------------- -- -- - - - - ---------- -- ------- - ---- --- -- ~~~~~;~~~~~~~:ttl&~-- ·

By Ana Cabrera, City EdltCI', Newa,Whltney Youna

Feb. 5 "Which West is Which?" a play about the
Black West is featured at Dunham Theatre of
Kennedy-King College, 6800 S. Wentworth, and is a
production of the Chocolate Chips Theatre Company. Tickets for adults are S10 and SS
for children.
Feb. 8 Actor/director/
producer/writer Spike Lee will
be interviewed by film-critic
Gene Siskel at the Cultural
Center, 78 E. Washington. 34:30 in the Theatre meeting
room. Following will be a
A photo
showing of Lee's "School
newly freed slaves
Daze". 5-6:45 in the Theatre. appears on A
Question of Color,

Feb. 10 Dan Boadi &
PBS, Feb. 15, 9-10.
Ghanatta Internationale
performs African Highlife, combining reggae, soca,
calypso, and soukous. Everyone i!; encouraged to
dance. 5:30 at Preston Bradley Hall.

A QUESTION OF COLOR on Channel
11 will confront the issue of "color consciousness" in the black community. Director
Kathe Sandler interviewed African-American
women of all shades and all ages about the
"color question". 9-10 p.m. on PBS
Feb. 21 Logan Square YMCA, 3600 W.
Fullerton will be starting a variety of afterschool classes such as boxing and strength
training. Call235-5150.
Feb. 22 "Mo' Better Blues" another
Spike Lee drama will be featured
at the Cultural Center, 78 E.
Washington. 5-7:10 in the
Theatre.
Feb. 24 After having
trained local athletes of all
ages, professional and amateur,
athlete turned dancer/choreographer
David Dorfman will present his OUT OF
SEASON dance show at The Dance Center of
Columbia College, 4730 N. Sheridan Road.
For info and reservations call312/271-7928.
Feb. 26 The Spike Lee Film Festival is
wrapped up with "Malcolm X" 2-5 at the
Cultural Center's Theatre, 78 E. Washington.

Turkey Lover's Recipe Contest
Through Feb. 13 "ASAFO! Fante Flags from
To enter print or type your recipe (entrees,
Africa 1850-1957" is a touring exhibition of colorful
salads, sandwiches, snacks that
banners and narrative flags
.-=-::-=:,...,.-,:=-::=-==--==-=;;-;~
contain
a pound of turkey meat
from coastal Ghana on view in
and
can
serve 4-8), on a plain
the founh floor Nonh Gallery.
sheet
of
paper with name,
For information call 744~30
address,
phone number, age
or 346-3278.
and name of school. Grand
Feb. 14 New Life Perforprize- $2,000. Send to:
mance Company, dancers ages
TURKEY LOVERS' RECIPE
7-19, perform at the Cultural
=::....;:=-==-==-==::==-=~ CONTEST, National Turkey
Center's Theatre, 78 E.
Federation, 11319 Sunset Hills
Washington, 5:30.
Center through Feb. 13.
Road, Reston, VA 22090-5227.
Feb.lS Spike Lee's 1990
For info ca11703/435-7209 or send a business
drama "Do the Right Thing" will be featured at the
sized self addressed envelope to RULES at the
Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington. 5-7 in the
above address.
Theatre.

NEbook reviews
Maya Angelou: Changing the stereotypical views of a dominating society
By Key osha Moore, Staff Writer
We have all heard of her in one way or
another. She is one of the most well-known
socially conscious poets. Maya
Angelou, most recently recognized for her poem, "On The
Pulse of Morning," that she
recited at the Presidential
inauguration, has also been wellreceived for her poetry in John
Singleton's movie "Poetic Justice."
Angelou surfaced in the '60s with books such
as ''The Hcan of a Woman," "I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings." These books dealt with the
struggle of the black woman in white society.
She takes on society, showing that women can
be more competent than men, and that all
women don't take on the role of TV sitcom

Cornell West makes race matter in "Race Matters"
By Laticha Allen, StatrWriter, Hyde Park

In the 11 introductory pages of "Race
Matters," I absorbed the scholarship of a
philosopher, the ministry of a preacher, the
sternness of a father, and fmally, the kinship of
a brother.
Author Cornell West tackles the plight of
the African-American, its source, and the road
to recovery. Each chapter is prefaced with an
excerpt from related works by black authors
such as Ralph Ellison, author of ''The Invisible
Man." Richard Wright, authorof"12 Million
Black Voices," Malcolm X, assassinated black
activist; and Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist
Toni Morrison.
Voyaging to the peak ofracial reasoning, the
pinnacle of black leadership, through the oasis
of equality and identity, and down the dark
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' valley to black sexuality, Westdoesn'tjust

Chicago's teens
MEAN
BUSINESS
Advertise in

NE

Winter Clothes
Fall Fashions
Shoes & Boots
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1 61 7 E. 55th St.
955-7059

C»
THE '90s
s1gn1ng mo1or record1ng
artists, Ch1cago is
1umptng on the
bandwagon w1th
our Chicago home
10m~ Choke Khan.
M 1k1 Howard, and
R Kelly
Ju~l added onto
the roster Is Chanley
Savage The 23 -yeor·
old Savage ts mok1ng
heodl1nes wtth "Betcholl Never Ftnd'
on RCA Records Savage declare~
herself "a diva for the 'QO~.
"I th1nk I make the k1nds of songs
that don't hove to grow on you They
(listener~) either like II or they don't."
she soys
She was taken aback when her
oud1ence compared her to songstre!>S

24

point fmgers. He recognizes the social, economic, physical, psychological, collective, and
individual causes (and cures) for the climate of
racial tension in America. The cause is ignorance; the cure, essential understanding.
"Quality leadership is neither the product of
one great individual nor the result of odd
historical accidents," West explains. "Rather, it
comes from deeply bred traditions and communities that shape and mold talented, gifted
persons ..." West emphasizes.
"Race Matters" is a must-read for all people
who are conscious of prejudice and hatred
among races.
"Race Matters" may not change the nation,
but it is sure to enlighten you as you take a look
at yourself and those around you - not through
the eyes of a superior, or one who is subordinate,
but through the eyes of a fellow man.

XSCAPE Kl KS IT

Although New York, LA. Detroit, and
Atlanta ore best known for

Mens &Womens

mom "June Cleaver"-- Angelou is a single
mother. We fmd that she not only struggles with
societal needs, but her own needs and those of
her child.
Each new book teaches a
personal lesson. We are given the
chance to grow in an all-male
dominated society. Angelou unites
the color' 01 Jle world, bridges the
genera .. on gap, il!ld in the process,
enriche~ us.
Anb lou, a keen oi :-.e
of the world,
touch• the hean.s anl. m
of people everywhere She has enli f!'llcn, my life as a writer
of the Younger Gcn ·ration ·•, and has shown
me a new way of expressing myself and how to
faceproblems that come wtth being black and
female.
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Stephanie M1lls.
Savage's style of wnt1ng separates
her from other arhsts. "On my
album, e1ght out of 10
songs I produced. song
and d1d all the bock·
ground (vocals! "
She soysthat she
tries to portray a
positive 1moge, and that

X1copt is: (jro~r~ kjl to riglal) K1111di, L«oclua, T11lfliU, Tu1tu
Talent scout Jerm1ne Dupree has
done it aga1n. First 11 was Kriss Kross
w1th · Jumpl" Now 1t's Xscope

~------

"to me. a lot of black
women do not hove selfassurance · That's not a
problem for Savage, who soys
she believes women can be or do
anyth1ng they wont to
This down·lo-eorth sister gives
adv1ce to Ch1cago arll~ts try1ng to gel
s1gned to a record label "Don't

second single, "Understond1ng 1s
doing well on the rad1o
Xscape, (Kendi. 17. Latocho, 21.
Tomlka. 1Q, and Tameko 18) started
slng1ng at school and talent shows A

halfstep, make sure your package is
together portray yourself and make
them market you '

friend of Xscope hooked them up
with Dupree at his 19th b1rthdoy
porty.

By Mar~ In Pattmon, Starr Wrlttr

These singer~ are considered to

Xscope has a
vanety of songs. from love
ballads. to gospel, to h1p hop "Our
promot1onal tour IS go1ng well,
because people can relate to what
we're saying." says lotocho The
me!>Sage Xscope Is bring1ng to the1r
oud1ence Is "to be real to yourself
and to stay pos1t1ve." lotocho says
By ~1arvln Pattmon, Statr Writer

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----'

"Philadelphia" provides lesson in compassion
By Latanya Burkt, Staff Writer, Lane Ttch

P

WayM tv~d Garth are
ready to rock again i11
WO)nes World 2.

The wit works in 'Wayne's World 2'
By Ruqaiyah Morris, StaffWrittr, Kmwood Acadrmy

I

be, or not to be...or maybe
what to be ... that is Wayne
Campbell's question. In
' ayne's World 2," Wayne
Campbell (Milce Meyers) is trying to
fmd out what to do with his life. He
ts searching for the one monster goal
he ts supposed to achieve before he
dies. And how does he fmd out tus
mission? Would you believe..Jtrn
Morrison?
That's right. Jim Momson
(MaJchael Nickels) comes to Wa}ne
m a senes of dreams to explam the
purpose of his being. Wayne's
desuny is to put on a marathon rock
concert called Waynestock. Even
though they have no money, no
groups to perform, or even a place to
hold Waynestock. J1m assures tum
that "if you book them, they will
come."
The movte's mam plot revolves
around Wayne ar1d Garth's (Darl8
Carvey) efforts to make this dream a
reality.
Of course there's a confltct that by
way of their sheer gem us Wayne and
Garth Carl overcome. nus time it
appears in the form of Bobby Sharp

(Chnstopher Walken), a quick witted, fa t-talkmg agent who tnc . to
steal Cassandra (ria Carrere) from
Wayne. He does It wtth record
contracts and a weddmg nng.
Wayne a! o has to deal wtth
Waynestock backfuing. But the wt e
words of J tm conunue to encourage
him. "You 'II thmk of somcthmg," he
says. "It' your movte."
I am not a big fan of sequel., but
thts was one wonh watching. There
were a few too many pun.. and at
ume the storyline dragged.
Yet the performance "'ere "'ell
done, excludmg Ktrn Ba mger as
Honey Homee. (Pronounced homney. It's French.) It was mce to sec
Garth with a gtrlfncnd, but Ktm
fruled to make me laugh. or even
smile. Thts was one ume when ·ex
couldn't replace talent.
"Wayne's World 2 was hurnorou
and enteruurung. The wrner~ made a
defirute effon to make 11 as good, if
not better, than the first. That 1 more
than I can say for many of
Hollywood's mov1e makers. I
recommend you ee 11 .. and bnng I0
of your closest fnends.

HOROSCOPE

iladelphia... No, It's not
bout the city and the
people who live in it. This
movtc stars comedJan Tom Harlks
as Andrew Becken and Derucl
Washmgton as Joe Miller, two
young lawyers climbmg the
corporate ladder to success.
Andrew IS about to become the
younge t partner m a pre ug10us
Phtladelplua law firm when the
partners find out that he ha
AIDS. Wtule working on a top
case an essential document to the
case 1 mysteriously misplaced
and the partners fire him.
Andre"' feels he was fired
because of Ius tllncss and decide ·
to ue the ftrm He goe. to Joe
\1iller (Washmgton) for defense
but once he fmd out he has AIDS
he refuses D1 cnmmauon and
1gnorancc force Andrew to defend
h1m~lf Joe one da)' happen.' to
"'an~~ hov. people treat Andrew
and d~1des to take the case. The
tnal and hts relauonsh1p with
Andrew change the way Joe thinks
about people and hfe.
I enJO)'ed the mov1e because 11
was realt uc. It showed how
AIDS affects people and how
those wtth AIDS are treated
because of 1gnoranc. Th1 mov1e
educate about AIDS. wh1le
teaching how to treat people like
people.

Hyde Park Family Planning Clinic
of
CHICAGO OSTEOPATHIC
HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER
provides a wide range of health education and
medical ervices to youth and adults
contraception
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases,
including HIV infection
substance abuse
prevention and intervention of violence

around the IOlh. A Loo !lJrnS your heM.
Pisces (Feb.l9-March 20) A sooal afTrur

Aries (March 21- April 19) The 14th Aquarius (Jan. 20 · Feb. l8) Energy lughhghts cawcrsauoo rrud-rnonth. A
and 16th are beneficial. You exhibn an flows. Target a reunion. Romance ts up Capnccrn awruts.
auraofmystery. A Loo fmds you auraetive.
Taurus ( April20-May 20) Your horns
glisten Cll the 18th. A Cancer ftnds you
irresistible. Let it shire.
Gemiru (May21· June20) Partio pate in
mema!I y stimulaling~grams. You fmd
your niche around the 20th with a Gcmiru.
Cancer (Jtme 21-July 22) Focus on
color, design. Ackl personal touchesto
your environmenL A Taurus is charmed.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Dtscover. Read
and write poemsA Litra is very anracted.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) The 26th and
27th is a time to enjoy family. A Capricorn is there for you. Don't Judge.
Libra (Sept 23-0ct. 22) ConJidcnual
inforrnaLion is available. Stay dircctcd.
avoid being extreme. APtsresissen.~i uve.
Swrpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Fcx:us on
powerandencrgy.Don'tallowrouuneto
ben you. A Sagittarius helps you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Finances
irx:rease. That J:mt·time job you applied
for may surface. Be patienL A Scorpio
holds your focus around the 4th.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Observe,
create. enjoy! ALibraencourages poten-

r-=======================11

Dora Ia Couture
• Fashion Consultant
• Prom Gowns
• Custom Design

\Ve ...
~

offer day und e·vening clinic hours
* serve teens und udults
• purticipate in the "Heulthy tart" family
plunning progrum
* truin HIV infected )'Outh as peer health educators
* offer comprehcnsit·e diugnostic et•aluations and
trcutmcnt
* offer same-day appointments for urgent n eeds
* bc lict•c in prodding pret•enti~·c care that fo rtses
on early detection

• Sewing instruction
Brides and
Bridemaids'
gowns and
other Coutier
services

8246 5. KIMBARK 374- 8863

The ll yde Park Eundy Pltlnntng ' luHc tS :.r:1fkd w1th
h1 ~ hl y qua l1fiL•d prnfess1nn.1ls '' h~) c.m prLwtdc \)ll or
'(lfllt'<me )'l)ll knt'''' '' tth cnnf1~knt1 1! f.1mdy l'l.mmn!,!
,c..·rv1ces. We .1ccc..·pr l l'dlc..'.l ld .md ~)ffcr .1 . lt~hng fc..·~
:-.c.de.

To tnake an appointinent, call
947--4830
1000 E. 53 rd treet

tial arourx1 the 8th.
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Hope, heroism top
"Schindler's List"
by Ana Cabrera
City Editor/Features
Whitney Young

(compellingly played by Liam Neeson)
is a womanizing, chain-smoking, cognac-drinking Nazi entrepreneur. He's
arrogant and overly ambitious, shameless! y bribing Nazi leaders and officers.
After wimessing the Nazi evacuation
of the Jewish quarter, Schindler gradually changes. He decides to save his
workers from the fast emerging Nazi
extermination camps, which could sentence him to death. But through more
bribes and manipulation, he uses his

Oskar Schindler list of workers to be saved.

40%-70% OFF

LEATHER
JACKETS
Leather Vest
Special $29.00

Schindler's List: shocking images, questions
By Jask.a Olson,

Managing Editor/ Production,
Bogan

They are images I will never forget.
Women pushed into a chamber at
Auschwitz, not sure if they will be
showered or gassed. A Nazi officer
starting off his morning by randomly
shooting his Jewish prisoners from his
villa balcony.
It was perhaps the most powerful
movie I have ever seen. Steven
Spielberg's "Schindler's List" left the
audience silent and tear- streaked.
We left the theater like mourners at a
funeral, not mall Christmas shoppers.·
I did not know what to feel, or how
to react. Here was the story of a
single man, Oskar Schindler, who
saved 1,100 Jews from certain death
in Nazi camps. Those Jews and their
descendants now number over 6,000
because of this Nazi party member. It
was a story of triumph, one flame of
light during a time of great darkness.
Spielberg was compelled to make
this movie because of current
attitudes concerning the Holocaust,
and the atrocities being cornmined
now in countries like Bosnia. He
reminded us of what happened and
asked us the uncomfortable: Now,
just what are you going to do?
A spring 1993 Roper organization
survey found that 22 percent of
Americans said it was possible that
the Nazi extermination of the Jews
never happened. Another 12 percent
said they didn't know. More than 50
percent of high school students asked
didn't know what the word "Holocaust" meant. A quarter of all adults
questioned didn't even know that the
Nazis frrst came to power in Germany. And for decades a small band
of anti-Semites and political extrem-

HO-:ozONS

Youth Services

Osk.ar S_chindler (Uam Neeson) ala Nazi party.

ists have
been printing documents claiming
that the Jews died of natural causes,
the gas chambers were used for
delousing, and Hitler's fmal solution
was a myth devised to bolster support
for Israel.
For almost two years now, bloody
photos and vivid accounts of rape and
murder have come to us from Bosnia.
The Serbs now control 70 percent of
the former republic's territory, and
seem determined to drive the Muslims out, just because of their beliefs.
Millions have either been killed or
forced to leave their native lands.
Ethnic cleansing has become the
expression of the '90s, as other
countries take Serbia's lead. In a land
grab only second to the Serbs'
takeover in Bosnia, Armenian tanks
have swept across Azerbajan, driving
more than 60,000 Azerbaijani
civilians out of their homes and into
Iran. They torch and loot towns and
villages. However, in the Armenian
capital of Yerevan, 1.5 million
residents are facing their fifth straight
winter of minimal electricity, scant
food, and no hot water.
All across the world horror stories
like this one can be told. In China,
Haiti, Angola, the Middle East, and

Georgia (of the former Soviet Union),
people are starVing, being chased
from their homelands by civil war or
outside aggression, or suffer under
tyrannical governments. There may
not be a movie about them, but their
sufferings are real.
Oskar Schindler was not a great
man who came riding in on a white
horse to save the Jews. He went to
Poland to take over one of their
factories and to profit from the Jews'
slave labor. After the war he became
an alcoholic and eventually left his
wife. However, for those six years
during the war he managed to create a
safe haven for 1,100 Polish Jews.
Steven Spielberg's movie does more
than remind us of the crimes committed during the Holocaust. It docs
more than tell us the story of this one
man and the people he saved. It
reminds us that even though the
problems of the world may seem vast
and incomprehensible, every individual can make a difference.
After all, if Oskar Schindlertan do
it, anyone else can, too.

For HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION
at an AFFORDABLE LOw COST

X

MARKS THE SPOT!

A Safe, Fun Space for
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Youth
. Drop-in Center
. Discussion Groups
. Activities
. Education and Outreach

961 Montana St.
Chicago, Illinois
1871 N. Clybourn

Chicago. II .
312-665-7600
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Calf 472-6469 (Day) or 929-Help (6·10 p.m.)
327-4357 (TTD forHearing impaired)

MALCOLM X COLLEGE
One of the City Colleges of Chicago

1900 W. Van Buren
Chicago, Illinois
Call 312-850-7055
Celebrating 1!5 Years of Empowerment ThrCYUgh Educati<m
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Morgan Park hockey team doesn't "puck around"
Rare to the city, they beat suburban rivals

'

.

.
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tion
during
the
Christmas
holiday, public league
basketball was hard at work durir13
this time. Here are public league
teams who fared well m tournaments
and other hoop action held over the
break.

Upside your head!
By Earnest Weatherby Sports Editor,
Whitney Young

Basketball Tidbits
Girls can do it too...
Studies sponsored by the
American Basketball CoW'lCil
show that 11 percent more
females played basketball in 1992
than in 1987. Also, 43% of all
high school basketball players are
female. Since il is said that
participation by women in
basketball is going to continue to
grow, maybe the U. S. should
sr.an considering a lot more about
a professional league for these
athletes. Just an idea.

I'd rather catch a carp...
According to American Sports
Data Inc., basketball is America's
favorite team spon and the t.htrd
most popular activity. The study
found that 40.4 million Americans
played basketball at least once m
1992, a number exceeded only by
bowling (49.6 million) and (get
this) fresh water fishing (44.I
million).

The show must go on ...
Although the rest of the city's

Girls Basketball:
St. IgnatiUS TournamenJ Washmgton beat host St. lgnattu 60-43 m the
utle game. Robeson took 5th place
with a 59-40 win over Deerfield.
OpllmlSt Chanry Classu: Wlutney
Young defeated Pius XI 63-53 m this
tournament held m Mllwaukee.
CrGM Tour~nt Crane defended thetr home court by droppmg
Dunbar 85-74.

Steuvn.etz TournamenJ
We tinghouse beat Juhan 75-21 for
the utle.

Boys Basketball:
Lmcoln-Wfi} lnvllallonal Stmeon
defeated Bradlcy-Bourbonnrus 59-51
to take the utle. Also, Kenwood
defeated Ro~on 65-62 to take 5th
place.
ProviSo West TournamenJ Kmg
defeated Westmghouse 57-52 takmg
first place and extended thetr then 44garne wmrung treak

By Adrienne Samuels, Statr Writer, ~ organ Puk High School

tournament
host Elgm 56-45
lOqplllre the crown.
Kam:aJ:uTournament Carver
played the role of spoiler as well
beatmg ho t Kankakee 54-43.
Luther North Tournamen1 Taft
defeated Zton-Benton 83-79 for
first place.

Publ1c League TournamenJ
Wlutncy Young beat Manley 72-62
to wm thts battle royal that featured
16 public league teams. Marshall
defeated Harper 65-56 to take third
place.

New rewards for athletes...
Lt ten up all you underclassmen
out there who feel you are the next
"athlete of the world." There is now
a chance for to gam some of those
accolades m htgh school. The
Downtown Athleuc Club announced December II th the
formauon of the Wendy's Htgh
School Hctsman Award. The award
wtll recognt1e outstand.mg high
school athletes, male and female,
among all sports m St)( rcgtons of
the country who exhtbll exccpuonal
performances on the field, m the
cla~sroom and wtthm the communtty.

Carver meets "challenge" to beat the odds
By Hdal T. D. Hunter
Caner Ana H1gb School
Starr Writer

P

illip Vasser is putting his
ecord where Ius mouth is. He
says his Carver Challengers
Basketball team knew they had first
place in the November Hales Tournament. 'Those were average teams. We
are above average,"' says Vasser, No.
14.
He backs up his claim with a 6-0
record . An even beuer indication of
the Challengers' hot season is their
defeat of downstate power Quincy in
early December. "We were really
excited because that was something
we haven't done in three years and we
felt it was a great accomplishment,"
says Andre Jackson. No. 15 .
Carver owes their victory and
triumph to a group of talented, hardworking, enthusiastic, and dedicated
individuals working as a team to reach
state champs. 'The hard-work is most
important in order to win." says
Mysheeke Glover, No. 23 of Carver.
"It hurt to sec our season end in the
defeat against King, but it gave us
motivation to strive a little harder for
the championship the following
season."
"It would be impossible to be
where we are now without Coach Don

Pittman,''

says Vasser.
"He nas !ugh
standard!.,
works hard,
and most of
all wants to
secus
successful."

1..

Morgan Park ...
A school with
a hockey team.
Yes, a
HOCKEY
TEAM!!

'

JACKETs ··
ALL STYLES AND COLORS COMPLETE
WITH LETTERING & EMBLEMS

Pittman,

the "power
ho~" coach here at Carver for the
past year, not only helps bring first
place trophJCS to Carver, but is also
the anendancc coordinator. "He not
only makes us work hard. but good
attendance and good grades is a
must," says Vasser. "He often
stresses the fact that basketball isn't
everything."
"None of our players will probably
make it tO rhc Pros, but they will all
be successful," says Pittman. " I
insti II hard work and demand
disciphne, which are two of the prime
factors in a good team. I am really
excited about this season because we
have a lot of good people with
potential."
The Carver Chal lengers, consisting
ofl6 excited, talented, hard-working

M

organ Park High School has one aspect that sets 11 apan from
many other schools: a hockey team. Yes, you read correctly, a
hockey team.
The team ~as
sr.aned 22 years ago
when counselor
Stanley Strom
sponsored a petiuon to
sr.an it. The pnncipal
okayed the new sport
and coun elor Donald
Taylor, became the
..,
•...
official sponsor
l:-:-----:---:--:---~-:---c:--:-:--:---:---:---:-:---' 1/lr
Coached by former
Morg(UI Park. iJ oM of tilL few high schools wiJh a
hockey team members lwclcey Jeam , IM Musl(Uigs
Ricky Swterk. Jeff Ca~tro, and Rob WasniewsJci, the
team is domg great. Half of the 16 members are Morgan Park students.
Other team member\ come from Brother Rtce High School, and Frankfurt
and Cit sold Elementary Schools. These chools have no hockey team due to
the immense amount of money needed to
bu) eqwpment. rent the tce arenas, and pay
the game offictal .
The Mustangs play m the Oak Lawn
Htgh School League wluch starts m
October and ends in March. They play at
the Oak Lawn Icc Arena at 94th and
Ctccro. Sunday 9-11 am. Thetr opponents
mcludc suburban schools Downers Grove
"'orth and South, Hinsdale North and
South. and Willowbrook H.tgh.
The '93-94 season has sr.aned out wtth a
team full of outstandmg players mcludmg
Chucky Condnck. Famtou:. Stephenson,
Ttm Hamilton . Jeff Cordero, and Sean Hunrer. New players mclude two
ctghth grade . tudenh. Steve Barsekck and Lou Jacob on.
Thts year's team' current record ts 5-1 and the) 'rc ranked number two m
thetr league They ~ til play 18 games thts season. lf ranked among !he top
four, the MtMang. wtll compete m the Hockey Champton~htp tournament.
Goalie Stephenson srud he "loves to play" and hopes that added
publicity wtll bring more spectators to theu game .. Taylor agreed,
stressmg that more people need to be aware of the team. The Mustang are
lookmg to e)(pand the team and any young men intcre ted m playmg hould
contact Taylor at Morgan Park (535-2550).

black men are
"championshtp bound," says Roy
Majors, No. II .
"We arc only as good as we want
to be," says Lamont Cooper, No. 21.
"We're on a mission to capture the
state championship during the '93-'94
season."
And, Pittman added. "All of our
players la~t year attended college. I
plan to see all of our graduating
seniors attend college nc)(t year,
also."
The Carver Challengers arc fullspeed ahead, with a basketball m one
hand and knowledge, hard-work, and
discipline in the other, proving that
athletic and academic success can go
hand-in-hand .

DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU
GROUP DISCOUNTS
NO MINIMUM ORDER
• SCHOOLS • GROUPS
• TEAMS
• INDIVIDUAL
• CHEERLEADERS

SWEATERS · T-SIDRTS · SWEAT SHIRTS
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DESIGN KIT

CHICAGO
KNITTING MILLS
463-1464
3344 W. MONTROSE • CHICAGO
JANUARY/ FEB RUARY1 994
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WHENHEASKS
"WHERE DID I COME FROM?"
TELL HIM ABOUT MORE THAN
THE BIRDS AND THE BEES.

If your child really wants to know
where he came from, you and he will want
to watch "Know Your Heritage~' It's a show
about the many accomplishments of African
Americans. In the show, students compete
to see who can answer the most questions
about their rich history.
Your local McDonald's' is sponsoring

"Know Your Heritage" as part of the celebration
of Black History Month. So, no matter what your
age, tune in Saturdays in February at 1.1 :30 a.m.,
Channel 7. Because, unlike most game shows,
anyone who watches this one is a winner.
•

McDonald's Educates
Sponsored by your neighborhood McDonald's
in Chicagoland and Northwest Indiana

WATCH "KNOW YOUR HERITAGE"
ON WLS-TV CHANNEL 7.
Nonprofit Organiz.ation
l".S. Po~t~e

PAID
Chao.
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